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Despite the study of Jewish mysticism, or Kabbalah, being a tradition entirely created by male 
Rabbis, many recent Jewish feminists have become interested in Kabbalah, as the tradition 
emphasizes divine femininity. However, while Kabbalists focused on the spiritual qualities of the 
divine feminine, known as the Shekinah, they were never as concerned with the spiritual qualities of 
human femininity, found within their wives. Unlike how past feminist scholars interpreted Kabbalah 
as a tradition in which the human female experience is left out of Kabbalah, this thesis uses feminist 
theory to interpret how the female spiritual experience could potentially exist within Kabbalah. Using 
various Kabbalistic texts, this paper first argues that according to theosophical-theurgical Kabbalists, 
women are given spiritual qualities during sexual intercourse. Then, through analyzing Genesis and 
the Iggeret HaKodesh, a 13th century Spanish text, according to the Nachmanidean school, this paper 
argues that in Genesis 3:16, in which Eve is punished with the sexual desire for her husband, Eve 
desires the spiritual qualities she will be given during proper sexual intercourse.  
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There is a common belief within Kabbalah, which claims that a male can gain the purest 
form of spiritual enlightenment through proper sexual intercourse with his wife.1 Kabbalah is 
overflowing with an appreciation for sexual imagery.  Moshe Idel, a scholar of Kabbalah, has 
stated that "Judaism is, in general, "a culture of eros" and that Kabbalah only manifests and 
intensifies the erotic impulses of Judaism."2 In fact, the way in which Kabbalists describe sex, as 
the ability to connect the divine world to that of the human world, is what makes Kabbalah a 
form of mysticism.3 Some Kabbalists suggest that when the female and the male produce liquid, 
or a “seed,” during sex, the liquid represents a merging with the divine feminine aspect of God, 
the Shekinah, and together the male and the Shekinah can permeate into the realm of the Infinite, 
Ein Sof or the total aspect of God.4 
As it was only men who are known to have participated in Kabbalah, Kabbalists 
described men as having spiritual revelations during proper sexual intercourse.5 However, as it is 
                                               
1 Aryeh Kaplan, Meditation and Kabbalah (York Beach, Maine: Samuel Weiser, 1982), 37; Holy Letter: A Study in 
Jewish Sexual Morality (Iggeret Hakodesh), trans, Seymour Cohen, (Jason Aronson, Inc, 1994). 12; Rachel 
Biale, Women and Jewish Law (New York: Schocken Books,1995), 121-122 
There are many different Kabbalistic interpretations for what type of spiritual practices are necessary in order for 
sexual intercourse to be described as “proper.” For instance, the author of the Iggeret HaKodesh, the 13th century 
text this thesis will be analyzing, states that proper sexual intercourse depends on the nature of intercourse and the 
time of intercourse. The general description of “proper sexual intercourse” that this paper will be referring to is 
intercourse that abides by Jewish law as well as intercourse that is practiced with spiritual intention. Proper sexual 
intercourse that abides by Jewish law requires that sex be between a willing husband and wife and must follow 
specific times around a female's menstrual cycle.  
2 Hava Tirosh-Samuelson, "Gender in Jewish Mysticism," Jewish Mysticism and Kabbalah:  
New Insights and Scholarship, edited by Frederick Greenspan. (New York: New York University Press,) 2011; 208. 
3 Arthur Green, A Guide to the Zohar, (Stanford University Press, 2003) 24-25; As it will be later discussed, the 
divine world within Kabbalah is a mystical realm that includes divine qualities of God, while the human realm does 
not have access to these mystical qualities.  
4 Elliot Wolfson, Circle in the Square: Studies in the Use of Gender in Kabbalistic Symbolism (NY: SUNY Press, 
1995), 111. 
5 Kaplan, Meditation and Kabbalah, 76. 
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only through a union with one's wife that the male mystic can experience such revelations, one 
could argue that by becoming one with her husband during sexual intercourse, a female is also 
able to experience spiritual qualities during proper sexual intercourse.6 As it is only through 
sexual intercourse that women are depicted as being able to advance into the highest levels of 
God’s divine qualities, one can also argue that it is only through proper sexual intercourse that a 
female can receive these mystical benefits. Because Kabbalah claims that it is only through 
circumcision that a mystic can form a "covenant with God," it is very likely that women depend 
on their husbands to channel these divine qualities into them, through the act of sexual 
intercourse.7   
However, because Kabbalah does not focus its attention on women, Kabbalists did not 
describe the direct relationship that females experience with God during sexual intercourse, as 
they described the male experience.  Therefore, this thesis aims to determine how Kabbalah 
would describe the spiritual relationship between God and women, if Kabbalists were to write 
about women's experiences. An analysis of the story of Genesis and the separation of Adam and 
Eve will show that the reason why women experience spiritual enlightenment through proper 
sexual intercourse can be seen in Genesis 3:16, in which God punishes Eve's sin by stating, "I 
will make most severe Your pangs in childbearing; In pain shall you bear children. Yet your 
urge[desire] shall be for your husband, And he shall rule over you."8 I argue that, while Adam 
and Eve were both equally able to form a relationship with God, the result of Eve's sin causes her 
                                               
6 Kaplan, Meditation and Kabbalah, 37. 
7 Aryeh Kaplan, Sefer Yetzirah (York Beach, Maine: Samuel Weiser, INC, 1997), 37. 
8 "Genesis 3:16," Sefaria, www.sefaria.org/Genesis.3.16?lang=bi; As there are many translations for this verse, the 
urge that is described in this translation is used interchangeably with the term “desire,” which is the term this thesis 
most often addresses. Additionally, while this translation states that Eve's husband “shall rule over [her],” this 




to lose this relationship with God. Without her connection to God, Eve must rely on her husband 
to reunite with God, as she desires her husband. However, it is only through proper sexual 
intercourse, intercourse that abides Jewish law with a spiritual quality and intention, that Eve can 
receive divine qualities of God.9 Because proper sexual intercourse results in procreation, Eve is 
therefore cursed with childbearing pains. The analysis of Genesis would thereby indicate that 
Eve's desire towards her husband is one of mystical proportions, not carnal impulses.  
While the ideas found within this thesis could be derived from many forms of Kabbalistic 
thought, this thesis focuses explicitly on the Nachmanidean school's ideas. The Nachmanidean 
school was founded after Nachmanides, a 13th century Kabbalist from Spain who is considered 
one of the most influential Kabbalists of his time.10 As scholars most often credit Nachmanides 
as the author of the Iggeret HaKodesh (The Holy Letter), a famous Kabbalistic text on sexual 
intercourse written in 13th century Spain, focusing on the views of the Nachmanidean school can 
help provide the best context for how Kabbalists perceive sexual intercourse.11 
 The claims of this thesis are broken up into two chapters. The first chapter establishes the 
importance of exploring this thesis and its implications. The chapter includes a general history of 
Kabbalah and its view of sexual intercourse, and a section depicting how feminist theory and 
past feminists, who have also studied Kabbalah, are essential to shaping this paper. Through 
analyzing the history of sex and gender within Kabbalah, this section claims that women are 
depicted as being able to receive spiritual qualities during proper sexual intercourse. However, as 
                                               
9  Green, A Guide to the Zohar, 24-26. When referring to the divine qualities of God that Eve receives both in Eden 
and on Earth, I use terms such as Godlike qualities, divine qualities of God, God's light, or spiritual qualities 
interchangeably. All of these terms refer to the divine qualities of God that belong to the divine realm, such as 
qualities that exist within the Sefirot, the ten aspects of God that connect the earthly realm to the divine realm. 
Therefore, Eve's ability to experience these qualities refer to her ability to connect with divine elements that 
otherwise do not exist within the earthly realm. 
10 Green, A Guide to the Zohar, 25. 
11Holy Letter, trans, Cohen. 
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Kabbalists did not directly address the female experience with God during sexual intercourse as 
separate from the male, this thesis will therefore be creating its own interpretation for how 
Kabbalists possibly perceived women and their mystical experience. Using feminist theory, this 
thesis will be creating a new lens through which one can uncover the hidden experiences of 
women that can exist within Kabbalah.  
 The second chapter discusses how the theosophical-theurgical views of Genesis can 
explain why women desire sexual intercourse as a means towards spiritual elevation. The chapter 
begins with a short introduction discussing how Judaism has previously interpreted Genesis 3:16 
and how Nachmanides' interpretation allows the space for this thesis to exist. The next two 
sections of this chapter create a logical sequence of claims to prove that Genesis 3:16 suggests 
that Eve's desire is for spiritual qualities of God. The first section's claims are argued using an 
analysis of Nachmanides' commentary on Genesis and the Nachmanidean school's perception of 
Adam and Eve as divine qualities of God. The first claim is that Eve received Godlike qualities,, 
or divine qualities of God, in Eden as “one flesh” with Adam.12 The second claim is that because 
Eve commanded more Godlike qualities over her husband, she has these Godlike qualities taken 
from her and commanded over her by her husband.13 The third claim is that because it was as 
“one flesh,” that Eve received these Godlike qualities in Eden, it is therefore through becoming 
“one flesh” in sexual intercourse that Eve desires to re-receive these Godlike qualities. The final 
section completes this sequence of claims by arguing that because proper sexual intercourse 
                                               
12  As previously mentioned, the use of the term “Godlike qualities” refers to divine qualities of God, also described 
in this theses as God's light, or spiritual qualities. All of these terms, used interchangeable, refer to mystical qualities 
of God that exist outside of the earthly realm. 
13 Charles B. Chavel, trans, Ramban: Nachmanides Commentary on the Torah: Translated and Annotated: 
Bereishis/Genesis. (New York: Shilo Pub. House, 1971–1976) 84; Some translations describe Eve's husband 
commanding over her while other translations describe her husband ruling over her. Nachmanides commentary on 
Genesis 3:16 states that “He punished her that she should no longer command him, but instead he should command 
her entirely at his will.” This interpretation is claiming that because Eve commanded that her husband eat from the 
tree of knowledge, she commanded him at her will, therefore, he will now command over her at his will.  
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results in procreation, Eve must suffer the pains of childbirth as a result of her desire. In order to 
make this final claim, the last section focuses on the Iggeret HaKodesh, a 13th century text on 
sexual intercourse that reflects the views found within the Nachmanidean school.  
 This paper concludes with a final examination of the implications that this thesis will 
have in the future of feminist scholarship within Kabbalah. As this thesis creates an entirely 
undiscovered interpretation for how the experience of women could fit into the ancient 
scholarship of Kabbalah, the analysis presented in this paper suggests that there are many other 
spaces in which women could engage in Jewish mysticism that could be explored. Additionally, 
the this thesis suggests a new way to perceive women according to Kabbalah. While previous 
Jewish scholars have claimed that women inherently desire the profane and physical quality of 
sexual intercourse, this thesis suggests that women inherently desire spiritual qualities and a 
closer connection with God. As a result, women too can be depicted as Jewish mystics, seeking 








CHAPTER ONE  
THE SEXUAL HISTORY OF KABBALAH 
 
In order to argue that women can achieve spiritual enlightenment through proper sexual 
intercourse, it is crucial to first detail how Kabbalists have shaped the notion that males can 
attain spiritual enlightenment through proper sexual intercourse. In the first section of this 
chapter, I will be giving a broad summary of the history of Kabbalah, specifically including how 
Kabbalists have shaped Kabbalah to include such an emphasis on sexual and gendered imagery. 
This paper's central thesis could be argued to rest on a general analysis of Kabbalistic thought as 
a whole. Since the basis of this thesis' claims stem from the earliest notions of Kabbalistic 
thought to the latest developments of Kabbalistic movements, all forms of Kabbalah include the 
ideas presented in this argument, notwithstanding a few outlying critics.  
While this paper will argue that a female can attain "Godlike qualities" through proper 
sexual intercourse, there will be no specific claim as to what these Godlike qualities are; for the 
qualities that a female receives depends on the specific branch of Kabbalah that is interpreting 
the act of sexual intercourse. For instance, while a theosophical Kabbalist might believe that 
proper sexual intercourse allows for the godlike ability to influence the divine realms of God, an 
ecstatic Kabbalist might believe that proper sexual intercourse allows for divine qualities to be 
passed down into this human realm. Many Kabbalists draw on various forms of Kabbalistic 
thought when describing the Godlike qualities achieved through proper sexual intercourse. No 
matter which specific Godlike qualities an individual can receive during sexual intercourse, they 
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all involve the ability for an individual to experience a connection with the divine elements of 
God. Therefore, when discussing the qualities that an individual experiences either in Eden or on 
Earth within this paper, I will be using the terms Godlike qualities, spiritual qualities, divine 
qualities, or God’s light interchangeably to depict the divine aspects of God.   
For this paper's purposes, I will be specifically narrowing in on the ideas found within 
theosophical-theurgical Kabbalah. The initial discussion of feminine and masculine roles and 
their connection to sexual intercourse originated from this form of Kabbalah. Scholars of 
Kabbalah claim that the earliest Kabbalists were initially born from theosophical-theurgical 
thought.14 Theosophical Kabbalah is the form of Kabbalah concerned with the divine world and 
how individuals can use Kabbalah to help repair the world (known as Tikkun Olam in Hebrew). 
Scholars of Kabbalah categorize this form of Kabbalah in comparison to ecstatic Kabbalah, 
which is described as an anthropocentric framework concerned with helping individuals achieve 
a union with God.15 While these two forms of Kabbalah disagree on a mystic's goals, they both 
rest upon the original perception of the divine world created by theosophical-theurgical thought. 
Therefore, the ideas presented in this paper are most directly indicative of the perception of 
Kabbalah according to theosophical-theurgical Kabbalists, most specifically views that 
originated from Nachmanides, as the foundational leader of this theosophical Catalonian 
school.16  
 As Judaism considers mystical interpretation to be the most advanced form of Torah 
study, Kabbalah began as a movement in which only the most highly notable male Rabbis, most 
often over the age of 40, could uncover Jewish ideas according to mystical reasoning.17 As the 
                                               
14 Green, A Guide to the Zohar, 25. 
15 Moshe Idel, Kabbalah: New Perspectives (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1947), xi. 
16 Green, A Guide to the Zohar, 25. 
17 Kaplan, Meditation and Kabbalah, 76. 
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translation for the word Kabbalah comes from the term "to receive," Kabbalah was originally 
formed as a tradition passed down orally from each member to another.18 The earliest written 
mystical texts were written by Abraham ben David of Posquieres, or Rabad (12th century 
Provence, France).19 However, others claim that the Sefer Yetzirah and the Bahir are also some 
of Kabbalah's oldest known works.20 Charles Mopsik, a French scholar of Kabbalah, dates the 
Sefer Yetzirah as being formed between the 3rd and 6th centuries around present-day Syria.21 
The Bahir is first mentioned in the 12th century in Provence, France, but is said to provide very 
ancient interpretations of the Midrash, the Jewish commentary on the Hebrew Bible.22 All three 
theosophical pieces of work provide the foundation of Kabbalah and have had significant 
influence on the work of Nachmanides. 
 These three texts provide the theory of creation on which Kabbalah is based on and in 
which Kabbalists began to emphasize the spiritual union of man and woman. According to the 
mystical interpretation of the story of creation, found in Genesis, the world began with one 
absolute entity of God, named the Infinite or Ein Soph, whom surpassed the realm of human 
experience. While Ein Soph was originally androgynous, containing both masculine and 
feminine entities, the creation of the world was sparked when God's feminine and masculine 
attributes were separated, causing the feminine aspect of God, the Shekinah, to become trapped 
on an Earthly realm, separated from God and his Divine realm.23 The Sefirot are a channel of 
God's ten masculine and feminine attributes that connect the divine realm to the Earthly realm. 
The Shekinah, or Malchut, the lowest of these channels, can reunite with the masculine aspects 
                                               
18 Kaplan, Meditation and Kabbalah, 76. 
19  Mopsik, Sex of the Soul, 75. 
20 Charles Mopsik, Sex of the Soul: The Vicissitudes of Sexual Difference in Kabbalah (Cherub Press, 2005), 75. 
21 Mopsik, Sex of the Soul, 28. 
22 Green, A Guide to the Zohar, 16. 
23 Green, A Guide to the Zohar, 16. 
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of God. According to theosophical Kabbalah, the mystic must influence the Sefirot and help the 
Shekinah reunite with the highest Sefirah, Keter, to restore the primordial essence of the Ein 
Soph. Thus, through mystical practices that symbolize the reunion of feminine and masculine 
energies, a Kabbalist is able to access the divine realms of God. When discussing the spiritual 
qualities an individual can receive during proper sexual intercourse, it will therefore be the 
divine qualities of God, represented through the Sefirot, that I will be referring to. 24 
 Rabad, 12th century Provence, is the first known Kabbalist to write on the restoration of 
feminine and masculine energies.25 In his manuscripts, which will be discussed more in-depth 
later in this thesis, Rabad draws parallels between the original human union of Adam and Eve in 
Genesis to the union of a masculine God to his female counterpart in the divine realms.  While 
Rabad finds many differences between the divine union and the human union, the correlation 
Rabad draws between these two pairs provides a basis which Kabbalists can connect the human 
union to that of the divine union and therefore draw a bridge between this human world to that of 
the divine world. Therefore, just as God's female and male attributes must be reunited again in 
order to restore the original Godlike harmony that occurred in a perfect union, the reuniting of a 
female and male on Earth can also induce Godlike qualities.26  
Rabad is therefore the first known Kabbalist to write about the concept that proper sexual 
intercourse is holy, as he believes that man and woman should come together in "one flesh," as 
described in Genesis.27 Moshe Idel states that students of Rabad have argued,  
 
only the perfect being, in the moment when this perfect state is achieved by intercourse, 
is capable of receiving, or is actively drawing influx from above. Thus the sexual act, 
                                               
24 Green, A Guide to the Zohar, 24-26.  
25  Mopsik, Sex of the Soul, 75. 
26  Mopsik, Sex of the Soul, 75, 116. 
27 Mopsik, Sex of the Soul, 116. 
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both on high and below, is conceived as a hermetical procedure which operated by 
preparing a certain structure that is capable of inducing onto itself the descent of influx 
from a higher level.28 
 
 
Rabad's students are stating the popular Kabbalistic perception that through proper sexual 
intercourse, a mystic can advance into the divine realm of God and bring divine elements back to 
this earthly realm.  The Sefer Yetzirah also supports this idea, as it explicitly defines these divine 
elements as the divine quality of a soul that these two parents will be producing during this 
moment of procreation. Aryeh Kaplan, a well-known scholar of Kabbalah, claims that the Sefer 
Yetzirah, therefore, indicates that it is only through proper sexual intercourse that a mystic is 
given "individual access to the highest spiritual realms, from which he can draw down the 
loftiest souls," since it is on the sexual organ that the mark of the covenant, circumcision, has 
been placed.29 Just as the students of Rabad agree that one can engage in the act of proper sexual 
intercourse in order to invoke the optimum moment of spiritual perfection, it is clear that these 
two earliest Kabbalistic texts support the notion that proper sexual intercourse is an inherently 
spiritual process.  
*** 
The ideas presented above were first made public in the 12th and 13th centuries in 
France, Germany, and Spain.30 As a result, it is during this time that Kabbalah was shaped into a 
more structured belief system, flourishing into many schools of thought. According to Arthur 
Green, a scholar of Kabbalah, Jewish mystics chose to publicize mysticism during this time as a 
way to combat the rationalism and Aristotelian opinions of Maimonides, an influential Spanish 
Jewish scholar who lived from 1138–1204, most well known for his text, The Guide to the 
                                               
28 Moshe Idel, Kabbalah and Eros (Yale University Press, 2005), 144. 
29 Kaplan, Sefer Yetzirah, 37. 
30 Elliot R. Wolfson, Through a Speculum That Shines (Princeton University Press) 272. 
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Perplexed.31 As the best-known critic of Maimonides, and the biggest propagator of Kabbalistic 
thought at the time, Nachmanides, a Talmudic commentator from the 13th century in Catalonia, 
Spain, influenced Kabbalah to be in direct opposition to the ideas presented by Maimonides.32 
While Maimonides argued that Jews are unable to influence God and that sexual intercourse is 
inherently filthy, Nachmanides argued that Jews can experience God through following 
commandments and that proper sexual intercourse is holy since it is described as "one flesh" 
within Genesis.33 Additionally, as the Jewish commandment of onah requires that a man has 
sexual intercourse with his wife in order to satisfy her desire from Genesis 3:16, Nachmanides 
goes as far as to argue that by practicing the commandment of onah, one may experience God 
through sexual intercourse.34 By claiming that it is by satisfying one's wife during sexual 
intercourse that a mystic may experience spiritual qualities, it is likely that the female is therefore 
also able to receive these spiritual qualities. 
As David Ariel, a scholar of Kabbalah, considers Nachmanides the father of the 
Catalonian school, the leading theosophical school of Kabbalah, Nachmanides' firm stance 
against Maimonides could be argued as shaping the lasting Kabbalistic perspective of sexual 
intercourse.35  For this reason, the most famous Kabbalistic text on sexual intercourse, the 
Iggeret HaKodesh, written in the 13th century, is most often credited to Nachmanides. While the 
actual author of this text is unknown, the ideas presented in this text are influenced by the 
                                               
31 Green, A Guide to the Zohar, 19. 
32 Green, A Guide to the Zohar, 22. 
33 Green, A Guide to the Zohar, 19 ; Idel, Kabbalah and Eros, 10. 
34 Rachel Biale, Women and Jewish Law (New York: Schocken Books,1995), 125. 




opposition to Maimonides and his Aristotelian perspective that was popular among Kabbalists, 
such as Nachmanides, at the time.36  
Furthermore, by directly opposing Aristotelian views, the Iggeret HaKodesh also 
supports the theory that a woman is an active agent in sexual intercourse. For while Aristotle had 
claimed that only a male could produce his seed, or seminal discharge, during procreation, the 
Iggeret HaKodesh directly claims that both the woman and the man must produce their seed 
during procreation. The author of the Iggeret HaKodesh even claims that the woman must 
produce her seed first in order to create a male offspring. The perception that a woman can also 
produce her own seed originated in an argument between Aristotle and Galen. Aristotle claimed 
that only a man could contribute to the creation of his offspring. In contrast, Galen, a 2nd century 
Roman physician, claimed that a woman could also affect her offspring, even if by a smaller 
margin.37  Therefore, by directly claiming that a woman must produce her seed first, the author 
of the Iggeret HaKodesh suggests that a female has an active role in sexual intercourse, 
indicating that she is also given Godlike qualities during sex.38 As the Iggeret HaKodesh has 
been the primary textual basis for Kabbalistic approaches to sexual intercourse by, the 
anonymous author's Galenic view that women also serve a role in procreation is foundational to 
the heart of this thesis.  
By providing a supportive view of female agency, the author of the Iggeret HaKodesh 
provides just one example of how Kabbalists began portraying feminine energy in a more 
positive manner. According to Hava Tirosh-Samuelson, a scholar of Kabbalah, it was at this time 
that Kabbalists such as Nachmanides also began to focus on the power of femininity as presented 
                                               
36 Biti Roi, "Iggeret Ha-Kodesh," Jewish Women's Archive, https://jwa.org/encyclopedia/article/iggeret-ha-kodesh. 
37 Nancy, Tuana, "The Weaker Seed. The Sexist Bias of Reproductive Theory," Hypatia 3, no. 1 (1988): accessed 
March 16, 2021. http://www.jstor.org/stable/3810050. 42 
38 Holy Letter,  trans, Cohen. 
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through the Shekinah, the feminine aspect of God. For example, Nachmanides emphasized the 
importance of the Shekinah by being the first to name God's female aspect to the Sefirah 
Malchut, when describing God's primordial androgynous form.39 In terms of engaging with the 
Shekinah, Kabbalists began to focus on the theory that a mystic can access the Sefirot through a 
symbolically sexual relationship with the Shekinah, as their masculinity forms a union with the 
femininity of the Shekinah.40 By viewing their relationship with the Shekinah on sexual terms, 
Kabbalists at this time began to include the Shekinah as an essential role in their sexual 
relationship with their wives. In fact, most Kabbalists even claimed that the Shekinah will not 
present themselves to the mystic until the mystic has gotten married and begun practicing proper 
sexual intercourse.41 By claiming that a wife is necessary in order to form a relationship with the 
Shekinah, Kabbalists indicate that a female plays a very crucial role in the spiritual advancement 
of her husband, which therefore suggests that she too is able to advance with him.  
Additionally, it was during this time that the “Song of Songs” became incredibly 
influential. According to Moshe Idel, the Song of Songs allows "The Genesis subordination of 
the women to men [to be] reversed... where the beloved declares that the desire of her lover is 
directed toward her."42 Therefore, according to this theory, Kabbalists began to allow more 
fluidity to enter gender norms. They perceived their relationship with the Shekinah as one in 
which they can bestow knowledge upon the Shekinah, and the Shekinah can bestow knowledge 
onto them.43 The perception of an autonomous feminine energy largely contradicts the gender 
norms that earlier Kabbalists, such as Rabad, believed in. For this reason, Idel has suggested that, 
                                               
39 Idel, Kabbalah and Eros, 65. 
40 Tirosh-Samuelson, "Gender in Jewish Mysticism," 201-202. 
41 Idel, Kabbalah and Eros, 33. 
42 Idel, Kabbalah and Eros, 21. 
43 Tirosh-Samuelson, "Gender in Jewish Mysticism," 202; Idel, Kabbalah and Eros, 21. 
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while Rabad clearly stated that the relationship between man and woman is unequal, 
Nachmanides and his followers were more open to the prospect of equality between the divine 
masculine and feminine attributes of God.44 By allowing more fluid gender norms to exist, 
suggesting that women have more agency than previously thought, and supporting sexual 
intercourse as a spiritual endeavor, Nachmanides helped create the space in which one could 
argue that women can experience spiritual qualities during sexual intercourse.   
 Scholars of Kabbalah, Gershom Sholem and Arthur Green, claim that Christianity and 
the rise of Gnostic Hymns, the Marian Doctrine, and the Cult of Mary influenced Nachmanides 
and other Kabbalists to explore the concept of feminine power.45 However, Moshe Idel claims 
that Kabbalists were influenced by their own "earlier concepts of hypostatic feminine powers," 
such as the feminization of the people of Israel.46 Idel claims that Kabbalah's focus on mighty 
feminine powers "undoubtedly facilitated the articulation of an inclusive theosophy that offered 
an alternative to the desexualizing exclusive theology of the vast majority of Jewish 
philosophers."47 Idel also claims that "this renascence of feminine imagery may be explained as 
an effort to supply a missing complementary element in their religious worldview."48 Therefore, 
according to these claims, Kabbalists transformed Kabbalah to involve divine femininity as 
necessary to the world's cosmic order, as they were aware that femininity was missing from the 
philosophical perception of the cosmic world. However, as Kabbalists failed to also include 
concepts of human femininity within their “religious worldview,” this thesis therefore aims to 
                                               
44 Idel, Kabbalah and Eros, 65.; Tirosh-Samuelson, "Gender in Jewish Mysticism," 209. 
45 Tirosh-Samuelson, "Gender in Jewish Mysticism," 197. 
46 Idel, Kabbalah and Eros, 66. 
47 Idel, Kabbalah and Eros, 66. 
48 Idel, Kabbalah and Eros, 105. 
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supply this “missing complementary element” through interpreting the female experience within 
Kabbalah.49  
*** 
During the same time that theosophical Kabbalah flourished in Catalonia, Spain, 
Kabbalists in Castile developed new forms of it.50 Green describes the Catalonian Kabbalists as 
being committed to helping restore the Godhead to her highest form, while Castilian Jews were 
focused on the "inner state of the Godhead and on its efficacy in bringing about divine unity and 
thus showering divine blessings upon the lower world."51 From the Castilian Kabbalists came the 
most famous Kabbalistic piece of work, the Zohar, which was first assumed to be written by 
Rabbi Moses de Leon, but recent scholarship proves that it was written by a collection of 
anonymous writers.52 The Zohar supports the claim that sexual intercourse is the most important 
means by which a Kabbalist can experience God, as it states: 
 
When is 'union" said of man? When he is male together with female and in highly 
sanctified and zealous for sanctification, Then, and only then, is he designated "one," 
without any flaw of any kind. Hence a man and his wife should have a single inclination 
at the hour of their union. The man should rejoice with his wife, attaching himself to her 
with affection. So joined, they make one soul and one body: A single soul - through their 
affection; and a single body - for only when male and female are joined do they form a 
single body. When male and female are joined, God abides upon them as "one," and 
endows them with a holy spirit.53  
 
Within this passage, the Zohar confirms that a female can receive the holy spirit through sexual 
intercourse, as she is joined together with her husband as "one." Together, both man and woman 
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are described as being "sanctified and zealous for sanctification," which indicates that their 
spiritual union grants them spiritual qualities of God.  
The Zohar incorporates Platonic ideas within this passage, that are often presented within 
Kabbalah, in which the man and woman are two halves of one soul and body that unite as one 
during sexual intercourse, returning them to their primordial holy state of perfection.54 However, 
while many Kabbalists depict the union of man and woman as one in which the woman is 
integrated into the male, this passage suggests a more egalitarian union, as the single body that is 
created is not described as being solely male.55 Furthermore, as the text suggests that the male 
should attach himself to the female, the author of this text reverses the common Kabbalistic 
gender role that presents women as attaching themselves to the male.56 As this passage is located 
within the most influential Kabbalistic text, the Zohar, which was produced around the same 
time as Nachmanides, this egalitarian perspective of sexual intercourse can provide an example 
for how Kabbalists have provided a space in which the female experience can be introduced.  
As a Castilian text, the Zohar presents sexual intercourse as a means towards spiritual 
advancement just as Catalonian texts do as well. However, Idel claims that there are different 
categories of which these schools determine the specific goal of sexual intercourse, such as the 
way in which the Zohar presented spiritual elation in terms of man and woman coming together 
as "one." Within the first forms of theosophical Kabbalah, Idel's "isomorphic model" includes 
Kabbalists who viewed sex as a means of influencing the Sefirot, since the sexual union of man 
and woman on Earth could catalyze the sexual union of the Shekinah with the male Sefirot, the 
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Tiferet, in the divine realm.57 While it is unclear whether the "isomorphic model" would support 
the argument that influencing the Sefirot provides humans with "Godlike qualities," it provides 
the potential for such a claim to be possible. Moreover, the model that appeared next, the 
"talismanic model,' does indeed provide a context for influencing the Sefirot which allowed a 
mystic to experience Godlike qualities.58   
Idel claims that the "talismanic model" appears in Castilian circles after the 13th century. 
Influenced by Hellenistic and Hermetic thought, the "talismanic model" suggests that by 
influencing the Sefirot during sexual intercourse, a male can receive divine qualities from the 
Sefirot and bring down this divine influx into this lower world. 59 The "Godlike qualities" that 
are thus presented according to the talismanic model would therefore be the divine influx that the 
male can pass down into this lower realm. Both Catalonian and Castilian Kabbalists include 
ideas from the "talismanic" and "isomorphic" models in their writing on sexual intercourse. The 
primary Kabbalistic text on sexual intercourse discussed above, the Iggeret HaKodesh, presents 
both ideas, as the authorship of this text is often credited to both Catalonian and Castilian 
Kabbalists.60 As Nachmanides is most often credited as the author of the Iggeret HaKodesh, 
Nachmanides also presents sexual intercourse according to both a "talismanic" and "isomorphic" 
model. 
It is also important to note that not all Castilian Kabbalists would agree that one can form 
a spiritual experience through sex. Abraham Abulfia, a Castilian Kabbalist from the 13th 
century, clearly argued against the perception of sexual intercourse as a means towards Godlike 
qualities. He stated, "The purpose of marriage of man and woman is none other than their union, 
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and the purpose of union is impregnation."61 As Abulfia was a significant figure in ecstatic 
Kabbalah, ecstatic Kabbalah does not tend to discuss sexual intercourse as a means to attain 
Godlike qualities in the same way as theosophical Kabbalah. Ecstatic Kabbalah will therefore not 
be included in this thesis, as it directly opposes the thesis statement that a female can attain 
mystical qualities through sex. However, it is essential to note that such an adverse opinion of 
sexual intercourse, as seen in Abulfia's absolute rejection of sexual intercourse as a religious 
activity, indicates just how significant the perception of sexual intercourse as a spiritual means 
was for theosophical Kabbalists at this time. 
Because the main foundation of Kabbalistic thought was formed within the Catalonian 
and Castilian circles, this thesis will primarily focus on the ideas presented during the 12th and 
13th centuries in Spain and France. However, it is essential to discuss how these concepts have 
been preserved throughout the history and development of Kabbalah in order to emphasize how 
these ideas are foundational to the tradition of Kabbalah as a whole. After Jews were expelled 
from Spain in 1492, Kabbalists moved from northern Spain into Safed, Palestine, successfully 
keeping their tradition alive in this new region.62 For instance, Moshe Cordovero, or the Ramak, 
who lived in 16th century Safed, combined both theosophical and ecstatic ideas into a 
comprehensive analysis of proper sexual intercourse as a spiritual means within Kabbalah.  
Cordovero includes views from the "talismanic model" by claiming that proper sexual 
intercourse allows a male to draw from the supernal influx and bring these supernal qualities 
down to Earth through his seminal discharge.63 In his text, Tefillah le-Moshe, Cordovero 
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provides one of the most detailed Kabbalistic explanations for how one can receive spiritual 
qualities through sexual intercourse: 
 
When the male and the female below conjoin, they meditate on the liaison and the union 
of the Male and the Female on high: 248 [organs] joined to the 248 [organs], as really the 
attachment of flesh to flesh. One will thus meditate on the secret of the superior union... 
two faces [of the face] of the female with the two faces [of the face] of the male, which 
are the four letters [of the divine name] YHWH. The four arms are the four wings which 
are the name 'Adonai [Lord] and allude to the union (yihud) of the name 
YAHDONHY]...He [will then be aware] that body in body, that is to day, the six 
extremities [the six lower sefirot which are in him rejoin] the six extremities [which are 
in her]...the man will cause Yesod to penetrate into the heart of the domain of dalet, in 
order to complete it, for [the woman] does not possess the sign of the alliance. The male 
completes her and this member is half included in her and half included in him: the male 
and female unite in such a manner that in Shi'ur Qomah which is in him there are ten 
[sefirot] and in that which is in her there are ten...The ten belonging to her are oriented 
from below upwards in the field of the reparation (tiqqun) of the body, and the ten 
belonging in him are oriented from on high downwards in the field of the reparation of 
the body...In his movement [of penetration] the man will meditate on the secret of the 
phase during which the Yesod gathers the semen and the light from the Hokhmah on the 
high...emerges from the secret of the yod of the [divine] Name, [Hokhmah] being the yod 
of the name YHWH, in the direction of the yod of the name 'Adonai, which is a drop 
including the ten [sefirot]. This happens at the moment of the donation for the drop 
coming from him to her, ...Then [the drop] is shed in Malkhut.64 
 
Within this passage, Cordovero includes the theosophical-theurgical belief that sexual 
intercourse reunites the aspects of the male and female together in a union of "flesh to flesh" in 
order to receive the divine qualities that will produce the soul of their offspring. Cordovero 
indicates that the female receives spiritual qualities directly through penetration. Through the 
male penis, which represents the Sefirah Yesod, the female receives the last Sefirah she has been 
missing. It is also through the semen produced within her husband's penis that the female will 
receive God's light, or the divine quality of God which is depicted as originating in the Sefirah, 
Hokhmah.  
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As the female is also described as orienting the ten sefirot within her upwards, it appears 
as though the female is responsible for helping elevate her husband into God's divine realm. In 
contrast, the husband is responsible for the descent of God’s divine qualities. Therefore, although 
the female only indirectly receives spiritual qualities through the semen of her husband, her role 
in sexual intercourse allows her to be responsible for influencing the Sefirot, which is the very 
duty of being a mystic within Kabbalah. While it is unknown whether Cordovero's depiction of 
sexual intercourse would perfectly align with the perception of sexual intercourse according to 
the Nachmanidean school, by presenting the most specific illustration for how a woman can 
receive Godlike qualities during sexual intercourse, this text can be helpful in understanding how 
Kabbalists have determined the mystical experience of women.  
After Cordovero, the next important Kabbalistic movement began with Cordovero's 
student, Isaac Luria, who ended up forming the movement of Lurianic Kabbalah within 16th 
century Safed.65 While Luria also agreed that proper sexual intercourse is a spiritual practice, he 
was less concerned with the effects of sexual intercourse on the individual and more concerned 
with the individual's ability to repair (Tikkun) the divine feminine and masculine attributes of 
God during sexual intercourse.66 While Lurianic Kabbalah was therefore unconcerned with the 
human experience of sex, it still managed to explicitly include sexual symbolism when 
describing the divine realm's activities. For instance, following ideas found in the Zohar, 
Lurianic Kabbalah describes the effects of mystical practices, such as reciting Jewish prayers, as 
arousing the feminine and masculine attributes to the point of orgasm in order for these liquid 
secretions to raise the Sefirot. 67 Incorporating the seminal discharge as a tool of igniting spiritual 
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advancement echoes similar ideas found in theosophical Kabbalah, where the seminal discharge, 
or “seed,” of both the male and the female is a necessity in the spiritual practice of human sexual 
intercourse.68 
The next prominent Kabbalistic Movement, the Sabbatean Movement, also incorporated 
positive views of sexual intercourse. The Sabbatean movement began in the 17th century when 
the Kabbalist Nathan of Gaza claimed that the Kabbalist Sabbatai Zevi (1626-1676) was the 
messiah. Ada Rapoport- Albert, a scholar of Jewish studies, claims that during this movement 
hundreds or perhaps thousands of women "interacted with men sexually in order to affect a 
messianic 'repair'" of the world.69 By having sexual intercourse with men in order to actively 
influence the Sefirot and thereby repair the Shekinah into her rightful place, the actions of these 
women suggest that the Sabbatean movement supported the view that women can be active 
agents in giving and therefore receiving in divine qualities during sexual intercourse.70   
The next significant movement within Judaism that included Kabbalah was Hasidism, 
which followed the Baal Shem Tov, Ukraine 1698-1760, who was a practitioner of Kabbalah.71 
Continuing until today, Hasidism focuses on delighting in God, and therefore supports the 
spiritual delight of proper sexual intercourse as well as uses this delight as an example of the 
delight one should feel in God's presence.72 A student of Maggid of Mezritch, the leader of the 
Hasidism after the Baal Shem Tov passed, described the the delight for God as similar to the 
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delight one should have with their wife, as he states, "to cleave to the Holy One, Blessed be He, 
and he should learn from the adherence to his material wife." 73 In this quote, it is clear that the 
Hasidic Movement has maintained the theosophical-theurgical theory that proper sexual 
intercourse is a religious activity. To Moshe Idel, the Hasidic view of sexual intercourse 
"constitutes a presence of the spiritual within matter."74 While the Hasidim are more concerned 
with describing the delight of sexual intercourse as a metaphor for the delight that one can feel 
for God, such a positive view supports the argument that the Iggeret HaKodesh and its optimistic 
view of sexual intercourse had a lasting influence throughout all movements of Kabbalah. 
 As Kabbalah's most influential period existed during the 12th and 13th centuries, the 
Kabbalah that is practiced today stems from the original perceptions and ideas that originated in 
these past times. While the center of Kabbalah currently continues to exist in Safed Israel, the 
availability of these ancient texts online or in print allows individuals worldwide to practice 
Kabbalah according to their own independent research. As a result, the latest development within 
Kabbalah, the creation of the Kabbalah Centre in 1970, was started as a modern international 
take on these readily available Kabbalistic texts. However, the center's radical changes to 
"authentic" Kabbalah have caused it to face backlash from the general Jewish community and 
scholars of Kabbalah, as it is not considered to be a legitimate representation of the tradition of 
Kabbalah.75  
 However, while most Jewish scholars disregard the Kabbalah Center as an inauthentic 
form of Kabbalah, the aspects of Kabbalistic thought that this center chooses to emphasize are 
indicative of how Kabbalah could be perceived and analyzed through a new and fresh lens. For 
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as religion is an ever-growing, ever-changing tradition, every past movement within Kabbalah, 
from the theosophical-theurgical to the ecstatic, or the Lurianic Movement to the Hasidic 
Movement, that once began as heretical changes to "rational" Kabbalah, are now considered 
traditional movements under the broad discussion of Kabbalah.  As a matter of fact, the 
Kabbalah Centre includes the very same perceptions of sexual intercourse that this paper has 
described as having originated in the theosophical-theological tradition. Furthermore, not only 
does the Kabbalah Centre support the Kabbalistic notion that proper sexual intercourse is 
spiritual, but it even includes women in these practices.76 For this reason, it is quite possible that 
the Kabbalah Centre also found reason to believe that the original Kabbalistic text included 
spaces for women to be involved in the mystical experience. 
Just as past movements within Kabbalah, as well as current movements within Kabbalah, 
have interpreted and analyzed Kabbalistic texts in order to create new perceptions of Jewish 
mysticism, this paper, too, will be looking at Kabbalistic texts through a new and fresh lens, most 
specifically, through a feminist lens. For as feminist theory hopes to uncover women's 
experiences hidden in history, this thesis aims to discover the experience that women can achieve 
according to traditional Kabbalistic texts. While many feminist scholars, such as Elliot Wolfson, 
have studied Kabbalah according to feminist thought, these scholars directed their attention to 
analyzing how women were included in Kabbalah, rather than looking at the spaces in which 
women were not included. This thesis approaches feminist theory by creating a theory for which 
women could be included within Kabbalah through their mystical experience of sexual 
intercourse, despite Kabbalists never directly stating this within Kabbalistic texts. 
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THE HISTORY OF FEMINIST THEORY WITHIN 
KABBALAH 
 
In describing how the history of Kabbalah has shaped Kabbalist's views on sexual 
intercourse, it is apparent that there were no female influences or voices that shaped Kabbalistic 
thought. For as Kabbalah was only accessible to the highest esteemed Rabbis, and as only men 
could be Rabbis during this period, there were no known Kabbalists who were female. 
Therefore, not only were women unable to influence the ideas found within Kabbalah, but 
Kabbalah also excluded any direct analysis on the female experience within mystic thought, as 
Kabbalists directed their attention to their intended male readership. Therefore, despite 
worshiping the Shekinah as a divine feminine entity, or believing that it is only through an act 
that also includes a female that a male mystic can access the "highest spiritual realms," 
Kabbalists did not explicitly discuss the female experience of sexual intercourse within its own 
context, seperate from the male experience.  
However, within the texts presented in the last section of this thesis, it is clear that 
Kabbalists depict women as also possibly receiving godlike qualities during sex, as they become 
“one” with their husband during intercourse. Even Moshe Idel, a scholar of Kabbalah, has 
claimed that some Kabbalists could have possibly "imagined a woman as having a theurgical 
impact on the divine realm through a proper sexual relationship or proper mystical intention."77 
Therefore, as Kabbalists have provided the possibility that women also achieve a spiritual 
elevation during proper sexual intercourse; this thesis aims to determine how these Kabbalists 
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would have imagined the female experience during sexual intercourse had they directed their 
analysis to the female gaze. 
As this thesis aims to understand how Kabbalah would have imagined the female 
experience during sexual intercourse, this paper is built upon feminist theory, which believes in 
the importance of including women in the analysis and scholarship of periods that often left 
women out of its narrative. Feminist theory is the critical engagement of understanding how 
historical phenomena affected women during the periods in history that are being studied.78 In 
order to use feminist theory in this thesis, it is essential to first consider the history of women and  
feminist thought within Kabbalah.  
While there is extensive historical research on the men within Kabbalah, there is little to 
no research on women within medieval Kabbalah since they do not exist within this sphere of 
mystical Judaism.79 In fact, from the beginning of Kabbalah to the mid-1900, there is no account 
of female Kabbalists.80 Not only within the history of Kabbalah, but within the history of 
Judaism, too, women were seen as subordinate to men. Therefore, they were left out of the same 
Jewish experience as men, as Judaism assigned the female role to the private realm of life. For 
instance, women were not allowed to study Torah, they did not have to follow positive 
commandments, acts one must follow, and they were not considered sufficient enough to count 
in a minyan, a group of 10 men required to hold a public prayer service.81 As Jewish women 
were unable to participate in male spiritual practices up until the late 20th century, one could 
assume that the wives of Kabbalists held similar roles to other Jewish women at this time, 
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including raising a family and sometimes even conducting business affairs so that their husband 
could practice their religious roles as men.  
 According to the famous Jewish feminist Judith Plaskow, the exclusion of women in 
Jewish practices led to their identity of being "other." She states; "Men are the actors in religious 
and communal life because they are the normative Jews. Women are "other than" the norm: we 
are less than fully human."82  So, as women's voices were not considered meaningful in Jewish 
thought, the interpretation of Jewish texts and practices were shaped by men for the purpose of 
men, just as Kabbalah has been.  
As women were not involved in the scholarship of Judaism, Judaism was shaped 
according to the needs and wants of men. Unfortunately, Jewish men's wants and needs 
throughout history have often been tied to patriarchal requirements, as Jewish communities have 
incorporated the societal pressures of the patriarchy that exists within most civilizations. In 
"Breaking Through Jewish Ceilings," Sylvia Barack Fishman discusses how Jewish men often 
felt as though they had to protect their masculine identity in society since their involvement in 
worship often led them to be seen as more feminine and thus more vulnerable in society. 
Therefore, as their masculinity felt threatened, Jewish men would not include women in their 
religious practices, as it would further threaten their established hierarchical order in Jewish 
society.83 Rabbi Richard M. Yellin agrees that women should not be included in the worship of 
Torah, as he stated, "The task of Judaism is to bring the male into the more traditional female 
role without feeling threatened, sissified, emasculated and rendered impotent."84 According to 
this theory, Judaism, and therefore Kabbalah, excluded women from the public realm of religion 
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as a response to a patriarchal system in society, and not in response to a rooted patriarchal system 
within Judaism; for Cynthia Ozick, a Jewish writer, states,  "the subordination of women...is not 
deeply rooted in Torah but is the result of historical custom and practice, which can be 
halachically85 (legally) repaired."86    
While women were unable to impactfully shape Jewish thought for thousands of years, 
women became more involved in the study of Judiasm, and eventually Kabbalah, after the 1970s 
feminist movement.87 The Jewish feminist movement aimed to find how women can approach 
Judaism without adhering to the past patriarchal norms within this religion.88 This movement, 
which continues today, uses historical Jewish traditions and concepts to search for pre-existing 
conceptions of gender-equality within Judaism, instead of rewriting Jewish concepts to fit 
modern Jewish women's needs today.89 The feminist scholar, Mara Benjamin believes that there 
is a female narrative within Judaism waiting to be found and interpreted by women. She has 
stated, "Jewish sources articulate a discourse of embodiment that, for feminists, can and should 
be retrieved and lifted out of its misogynist underpinnings."90  
One of the most common ways Jewish feminists have chosen to reduce Judaism's 
"misogynist underpinnings" is by retrieving content that suggests that God is not necessarily 
male but androgynous or female. In order to incorporate gender-neutral or feminine God-
language into Judaism, many feminists have turned to Kabbalah, since Kabbalah provides a 
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Jewish image of a God with a female essence, the Shekinah.91 The Shekinah is an essential 
concept within Kabbalah, as she is considered to be the feminine presence of God that exists on 
Earth. Feminists took this concept to be empowering, as they pray to the Shekinah by replacing 
the masculine names of God, such as Adonai, with the term Shekinah in their prayers.92  
However, the movement to replace the male names of God with the Shekinah never quite 
gained much momentum, for when studying more in-depth the essence of the Shekinah, her 
presence is representative of the subordination of women within Kabbalah. According to Elliot 
Wolfson, a feminist scholar of Kabbalah, the Shekinah is only the secondary extension to the 
more powerful and dominant masculine aspect of God.93 In illustrating how debilitating the 
Shekinah is in empowering women within Judaism, Plaskow states, "just as the bride Israel can 
also be whore and adulterous, so the Shekinah is the ambiguous male projection of what women 
can be - nursemaid, mother, bride wife, but also wanton seductress, devouring monster; and 
bringer of death."94 Therefore, while Kabbalah does offer more feminine symbolism than any 
other branches of Judaism, incorporating Kabbalistic symbolism into the Jewish feminist 
movement is counterproductive unless, as Plaskow states, "it is partly wrenched free from its 
original context, so that the tradition becomes a starting point for an imaginative process that 
moves beyond and transforms it."95 
However, despite how scholars such as Wolfson and Plaskow find the subordinate status 
of the Shekinah to illustrate the sexist tendencies of Kabbalah, many other authors disagree with 
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Wolfson, as they celebrate Kabbalah for including positive feminine symbolism and a positive 
view of sexual relations between man and woman. While Wolfson argues that women in 
Kabbalah are only receptive and passive entities, other scholars believe that Kabbalah gives 
women authority.96 Moshe Idel claims that Kabbalists provide evidence of egalitarian practices 
since a woman's intention during sexual intercourse is just as important as her husband's.97 
Charles Mopsik claims that Kabbalists provide a fluid perception of sexuality, as they 
characterize both men and women with feminine and masculine traits, as they both can be 
passive and active.98 Another scholar, Daniel Abrams, celebrates Kabbalah's ability to "recognize 
and cherish sexual differences as the basis for the acceptance of the other as Other."99 Although 
Wolfson believes that women within Kabbalah are submerged within the male, as a dependent 
entity, Abrams claims that the woman "is not a negation of the male or a projection of the male 
but rather is enshrined through images of the distinctive female body; through her unique body 
parts a distinct selfhood that characterizes her alone is exposed."100 
  In order to write a piece on Kabbalah using feminist theory, one must first position their 
argument in reference to the view of Eliiot Wolfson, as Wolfson's legacy as a feminist scholar 
within Kabbalah has impacted the way in which all feminists view Kabbalah. The intention in 
writing this paper is not to agree or disagree with Wolfson, but to provide an entirely new 
framework of of studying Kabbalah according to feminist theory. Wolfson directly interprets 
Kabbalah according to the feminist theory of Luce Irigaray, who "accuses Western philosophers 
of androcentrism, 'the tendency to reduce reality to the male perspective of it, positing the male 
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as the standard of humanity. The female is ... made to be absorbed into the sameness of the 
male."101 As a result, Wolfson positions Kabbalah according to how the female is reduced in the 
mystic's eyes.  
While Wolfson discusses already-existing depictions of women within Kabbalah 
according to his theory, this thesis will alternately be incorporating new depictions of women 
within Kabbalah, through the interpretation of Kabbalistic sources. In retrieving the perception of 
the female experience according to Kabbalah, I hope to provide further discourse on how 
Kabbalists interpreted and perceived the experience of women within mystical Judaism. While 
feminist theory is often concerned with the equality between gender roles, this thesis will not 
focus on how Kabbalists have shaped the roles of women, as it will only be focused on 
understanding these roles, no matter what they stand for. Without applying feminist thought to 
Kabbalah, it would be otherwise impossible to understand how Kabbalists engaged with female 
roles, for as a belief system that originated only to be shared with men, it includes no direct 






                                               





 Within the first chapter of this thesis, I laid out how humanity and historical events 
shaped Kabbalah and the scholarship of Kabbalah. In this next chapter, I will focus specifically 
on the Kabbalistic ideas that were developed during these historical periods, mainly those found 
within the theosophical-theurgical tradition of Kabbalah, and the Nachmanidean school, 
developed after the 13th century. Kabbalistic thought is unique in that concepts can either be 
describing spiritual matters or human matters. For instance, when describing Adam and Eve, 
Kabbalists are most often depicting spiritual female and male entities, not real life human beings. 
However, when describing how a mystic should engage in sexual intercourse with their wife, 
Kabbalists are discussing the practice of real-life male and female humans. While Kabbalistic 
perceptions of feminine and masculine energies do not always represent Kabbalistic perceptions 
of the female and the male as humans, spiritual concepts are often used to describe the practical 
terms of reality. Therefore, although the last chapter focused more on the Kabbalistic perception 
of men and women as humans, this next chapter will discuss Kabbalistic perceptions of feminine 
and masculine energies found within Genesis, in order to then describe how these perceptions are  
applied to the actual sexual practice of a Kabbalist male and his wife.  
In this chapter, I will prove my thesis, which claims that in Genesis 3:16, Eve desires her 
husband for the Godlike qualities that she will receive through uniting with him during sexual 
intercourse. The desire that is referenced is according to Genesis 3:16, in which God told Eve, "I 
will make most severe Your pangs in childbearing; In pain shall you bear children. Yet your 
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urge[desire] shall be for your husband, And he shall rule over you."102 As my thesis argues for a 
new interpretation of Genesis 3:16, the claims that I will make regarding Adam and Eve are 
rooted in the perception of spiritual female and male entities. However, Kabbalists often use 
Genesis 3:16 to describe the activities that actually occur between a human male and a human 
female. For instance, because Genesis states that Eve desires her husband, Kabbalists, and Jews 
more broadly, claim that a man should practice onah, which is the responsibility of a male to 
have sex with his wife in order to release her from this desire.103 Therefore, while my thesis 
might appear to only represent the symbolic concept of Adam and Eve as spiritual entities, the 
interpretation of Genesis 3:16 can also represent the way in which Kabbalists view men and 
women as humans. Therefore, by claiming that Eve desires spiritual qualities from her husband, I 
am simultaneously implying that women therefore also desire spiritual qualities from their 
husbands. As a result, the claims made in this chapter, while seemingly spiritually symbolic, hold 
significant implications for how Kabbalists might simultaneously view the experience of women, 
as humans.   
In order to argue that Eve's desire is spiritual, I will first introduce within this chapter 
Genesis 3:16 and past Jewish interpretations of Eve's desire. This introduction will support the 
notion that while Nachmanides never explicitly stated that Eve's desire is spiritual, Nachmanides 
does provide the space for such an argument to be made. The next section will further analyze 
the Nachmanidean school's interpretation of Adam and Eve in order to argue why Nachmanides 
would support the view that Eve's desire is spiritual. To make this claim, I will be forming my 
argument through a proceeding statement of claims. The first claim is that in Eden, Adam and 
Eve were able to receive God's light, or God’s divine qualities, equally as "one flesh." The 
                                               
102 "Genesis 3:16." 
103 Biale, Women and Jewish Law, 125. 
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second claim states that because Eve demanded to receive more of God's light over her husband, 
she is punished by having this light become commanded over her by her husband. The third 
claim states that because it was as "one flesh" that Eve was initially able to receive God's light, 
Eve desires sexual intercourse with her husband as it is the only way to receive God's light again 
as "one flesh." Through this proceeding statement of claims, it will become clear that Eve's 
desire is therefore to be able to receive these qualities again through her husband during proper 
sexual intercourse.  
In the final section of this chapter, I will incorporate views found within the Iggeret 
HaKodesh, a 13th-century text most often credited to Nachmanides. Using this text, I will 
finalize the last claim in my argument by stating that Eve can receive Godlike qualities through 
proper sexual intercourse. However, because proper sexual intercourse results in procreation, the 
result of Eve's desire is having to suffer the pains of childbirth. Through the cross-examination of 
the Nachmanidean view of Adam and Eve's union and of the Iggeret HaKodesh's depiction of 
sexual intercourse, it will become clear that the Nachmanidean school provides a space where 
one could argue that Eve's desire is for spiritual qualities, not for sexual intercourse in and of 
itself. Additionally, while the previous sections dealt with the perception of Adam and Eve as 
spiritual entities, the final section of this chapter will help illustrate further how Kabbalists use 
Genesis in order to explain the practical behavior of male and female humans. This is shown in 
the way the author of the Iggeret HaKodesh includes his perception of Genesis in order to 
describe why men and women should engage in sex in the way that they do. As a result, this 
chapter concludes with an example for how the interpretation of Genesis 3:16 is significant for 
both symbolic and practical matters.  
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JEWISH INTERPRETATION OF GENESIS 3:16  
 
In order to argue that women desire Godlike qualities during sexual intercourse, as 
opposed to the physical act of sexual intercourse itself, I chose to begin my research with a 
thorough examination of the various past interpretations of Genesis 3:16; in which God punishes 
Eve by telling her, "I will make most severe Your pangs in childbearing; In pain shall you bear 
children. Yet your urge[desire] shall be for your husband, And he shall rule over you."104 With 
the help of the translator Emily Branton, I found that all Jewish commentators on Genesis, found 
on Sefaria, only depict Eve's desire for sexual intercourse as a physical event, not as a spiritual 
activity. Jewish commentators have interpreted the word for desire as "physical union with 
husband," "sexual relations," and "marital relations."105 However, despite Kabbalah's emphasis 
on proper sexual intercourse as a means to achieve spiritual advancement, no Kabbalist has 
directly claimed that Eve's desire is to actually experience the Godlike qualities that she will be 
given through proper sexual intercourse. The concept of Eve's desire as innately physical is taken 
so seriously, Judaism has created the commandment of onah so that a man must initiate physical 
sex with his wife in order to satisfy her desire.106  
Judaism structures onah in a way in which it would indicate that men are seeking to provide 
their wives with sexual pleasure, not spiritual pleasure. The practice of onah requires a particular 
frequency that correlates with a woman's menstrual cycle, indicating that her hormones will cause her 
to be more passionate about physical intimacy at that time. The onah also commands that "the 
                                               
104"Genesis 3:16." 
105"Genesis 3:16." 
106Biale, Women and Jewish Law, 125. 
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husband [should] ensure that his wife enjoys pleasure from it."107 These demands are motivated by 
the focus on pleasing the wife's sexual needs instead of her spiritual needs. For if one were to follow 
the onah in order to stimulate the wife's ability to reach the spiritual realm, where God's divine 
qualities exist, according to Kabbalistic measures, then the onah would have specific requirements of 
meditating during sex and helping the wife channel the same spiritual thoughts as the husband.108  
Alternatively, if Kabbalists were to understand Eve's desire for sex as a symbolic metaphor for the 
'true' desire of spiritual advancement, Kabbalists would include other means to experience spiritual 
advancement.  
 Kabbalists' inability to be concerned with the further analysis of Eve's punishment exemplifies 
the dissociation that Kabbalists have toward women's spiritual experience. For as Kabbalah is so 
intrinsically tied to the belief of sexual intercourse as a means of spiritual advancement, it would be a 
proper course of action to question why it is sexual intercourse that Eve desires immediately. As this 
paper will be discussing the view of Nachmanides, who was famous for supporting the view that 
proper sexual intercourse is holy, Nachmanides might have come closest to suggesting that Eve's 
desire is one of spiritual matters as opposed to material pleasures. Nachmanides claims that as Eve 
desired to eat from the tree of knowledge, which he describes as having Godlike qualities, 
 
her punishment is measure for measure; she gave [the fruit of the tree of knowledge] also to 
her husband and he ate at her command, and He punished her that she should no longer 
command him, but instead he should command her entirely at his will.109  
 
                                               
107 Biale, Women and Jewish Law, 126. 
108Wolfson, Circle in the Square,  96. 
109Charles B. Chavel, trans, Ramban: Nachmanides Commentary on the Torah: Translated and Annotated: 
Bereishis/Genesis. (New York: Shilo Pub. House, 1971–1976) 84. 
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While Nachmanides' commentary does not explicitly confirm that Eve's desire for her husband is to 
receive Godlike qualities, I will argue that through an analysis of Nachmanides' view on Genesis, 
Nachmanides may be suggesting that because Eve took command of her husband's spiritual elation by 
commanding him to eat, Eve's spiritual elation is now under the command of her husband. 
Nachmanides also states that Eve's punishment of desire is exceedingly great, which suggests that her 
desire must be directed at something very important to her. Nachmanides states,  
 
He punished her that her desire for her husband be exceedingly great and that she should 
not be deterred by the pain of pregnancy and birth or that he keeps her as a maid-servant. 
Now it is customary for a servant to desire to acquire a master over himself, rather his 
desire is to flee from him.110 
 
While Nachmanides does not explicitly state that Eve desires spiritual matters, 
Nachmanides establishes that there must be a special reason for Eve's desire, for no logical 
human would desire something if it meant that they must suffer the pains of childbirth and 
subordination. In presenting his commentary, Nachmanides opposes both Rashi's general 
analysis of Genesis 3:16 in that a female is unable to verbally initiate sex, as well as Ibn Ezra's 
analysis of Genesis 3:16 in that a woman is commanded "under his [the husband's] authority to 
do his desire."111 Rather, Nachmanides instead proposes that Genesis 3:16 focuses on a desire so 
large that one unnaturally stays with their master, despite the pains of childbirth. Therefore, 
Nachmanides' commentary on Genesis 3:16 suggests that Eve's desire is directed towards 
something much greater than sexual intercourse, such as spiritual advancement. 
By first introducing Nachmanides' commentary on the story of Adam and Eve, and then 
providing Nachmanides' perception of divine du-partzufin, I will provide an argument for why 
                                               
110Chavel, trans, Ramban: Nachmanides Commentary on the Torah, 84 
111 Chavel, trans, Ramban: Nachmanides Commentary on the Torah, 84 
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Nachmanides would support the notion that Eve desires her husband in order to receive spiritual 
qualities. While Nachmanides initial commentary of Genesis 3:16 creates the space in which this 
claim could exist, a further analysis into the Nachmanidean school’s interpretation of Genesis 




















THE NACHMANIDEAN SCHOOL ON GENESIS 
Within this next section I will be using Nachmanides' commentary on Genesis and his 
views on divine versions of Adam and Eve in order to present the argument that Eve received 
Godlike qualities in Eden as "one flesh" with Adam. However, because she then commanded 
more Godlike qualities over her husband, she was punished with losing these Godlike qualities. 
Because of Eve's sin, she therefore desires sexual intercourse with her husband, as it is only 
through uniting with him as "one flesh" that she can re-attain these Godlike qualities.  
In order to analyze Genesis according to the Nachmanidean school, I will present two 
interpretations of Genesis: one that introduces the story of Adam and Eve according to the 
earthly realm and one that focuses on the story of Adam and Eve according to the divine realm. 
As previously stated, Kabbalists believe that there are two realms, the earthly, in which humans, 
represented by Adam and Eve, exist, and the divine, in which God's divine qualities, such as the 
Sefirot, exist.112 Kabbalists interpret Biblical stories as either taking place within a divine 
mystical realm, or according to a more literal, human context. However, as previously stated, 
Adam and Eve are not seen as actual people, but are spiritually symbolic of human feminine and 
masculine entities. 
 This chapter will include Nachmanides' commentary of Genesis in order to analyze 
Adam and Eve in a human realm. However, the most influential theosophical text on Genesis 
refers to Adam and Eve in a divine context as du-partzufin, or two-faced, where Eve represents 
God's feminine quality and Adam represents the male quality of God. While the story of Adam 
and Eve as du-partzufin most often describes the divine qualities of God, there is enough 
                                               
112 Green, A Guide to the Zohar, 16. 
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parallelism between the two realms that the depiction of Adam and Eve within the Divine realm 
can be applied to the story of Adam and Eve within the earthly realm.113  
The Nachmanidean texts presented were written by Meir Gabbai, a 16th century Spanish 
Kabbalist, and R. Isaac of Acre, a Kabbalist from the late 13th to early 14th century, as their 
ideas reflect the views of the Nachmanidean school.114 However, the idea of divine du-partzufin 
was originally found in the first known Kabbalistic writing by Abraham Ben David of Posquieres 
or Rabad, in 12th century Provence.115 Rabad describes the original form of Adam and Eve as 
du-partzufin, or two-faced, in which both Adam and Eve willfully unite together in order to 
receive in God's light, or God’s divine qualities, together as a unit. When referring to Adam and 
Eve as divine du-partzufin, Rabad depicts Eve as the feminine Sefirah Gevurah, or judgment, 
and Adam as the masculine Sefirah Chesed, or mercy. However, Nachmanides changed the 
divine qualities from judgment and mercy to the male Sefirah of Tiferet, or beauty, and the 
female Sefirah of Malchut, also known as the Shekinah or kingship. Moshe Idel states that by 
changing the feminine Sefirah to the Shekinah, Nachmanides shaped the theosophical-theurgical 
form of Kabbalah to appreciate God's divine femininity more.116 
Nachmanides' view of du-partzufin is also more egalitarian than Rabad's. Rabad 
describes the state of du-partzufin as one in which both the female and the male can share 
equally in God's light as one unit. However, the female must be dependent on her husband in 
order to receive the light. Instead, the Nachmanidean school suggests that both the divine female 
and the divine male have their own distinguishable and equal powers as "not just two powers 
                                               
113 Idel, "Androgyny and Equality in the Theosophical-Theurgic Kabbalah," 34. 
114 Idel, "Androgyny and Equality in the Theosophical-Theurgic Kabbalah," 33, 29. 
115 Idel, Kabbalah and Eros, 60-62. 
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within one body but two powers that are equal."117 Idel also states that Nachmanides' 
interpretation of the theory of du-partzufin has had the most significant influence on the issue.118 
Therefore, I theorize that Nachmanides' favorable view of femininity, as well as a more 
egalitarian view of the genders, has provided the space within Kabbalah to support the notion 
that women are also able to experience God, even if indirectly as the receiver. 
However, within both Rabad and Nachmanides' depiction of Adam and Eve, both human 
and divine, there is still a general hierarchy of reception. Both Kabbalists claim that as du-
partzufin, the husband emanates God's light and the female receives it. 119 Furthermore, although 
Idel believes that Nachmanides presents a more egalitarian view of du-partzufin, many views 
within the Nachmanidean school suggest that Eve's role is diminished under her husband within 
the state of "one flesh."120 Nonetheless, even if the female is only given God's light by being 
subsumed under the male, the female is still claimed to be an equal receiver in God's light at the 
moment of du-partzufin, as the husband passes down this light to her through this union, as we 
will see in the next section.  
 
ADAM AND EVE AS ONE FLESH IN EDEN 
 
The argument that Eve desires spiritual qualities is grounded in the framework that Eve 
desires to return to the divine primordial state in which she was able to receive spiritual qualities 
whenever she liked. While in Eden, Eve was able to receive God's light equally with her husband 
                                               
117 Idel, "Androgyny and Equality in the Theosophical-Theurgic Kabbalah," 29. 
118 Idel, "Androgyny and Equality in the Theosophical-Theurgic Kabbalah," 29. 
119 Idel, "Androgyny and Equality in the Theosophical-Theurgic Kabbalah," 28-29. 
120 Idel, "Androgyny and Equality in the Theosophical-Theurgic Kabbalah," 29. 
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as they were "one flesh." However, after her sin, Eve is separated from her husband and 
consequently desires to reunite with him as "one flesh" in order to regain God's light. Therefore, 
in order to understand the root of Eve's desire, this section will be introducing how in Eden, Eve 
was able to receive God's light willingly as "one flesh." 
To begin with, in Nachmanides' commentary of Genesis 5:2, Adam and his wife are created 
together in God's image under the name of Adam. In Genesis 5:2 it is said: "When God created man, 
He made him in the likeness of God; male and female...And when they were created, He blessed them 
and called them Man."121 According to Idel, theosophical Kabbalists describe Adam's original form 
as du-partuzufin, two-faced, where male and female were one being, back to back from one 
another.122 However, God believed this solitude was "not good" and therefore chose to form a female 
helpmate for Adam from his own flesh, creating a physical split between the du-partzufin 
androgynous form into two forms, Adam and his wife.123 Since God made two separate entities from 
"one flesh,' Nachmanides supports the prospects of the two uniting, as stated in Genesis 2:24 "Hence 
a man leaves his father and mother and clings to his wife, so that they become one flesh."124  
Nachmanides indicates that it is better for man and woman to be independent, for through 
independence, a man and woman can unite as "one flesh" according to their own will. Nachmanides 
claims, "it is good that the mate stand opposite him so that he can see it and either separate from it or 
unite with it according to his will."125 When Adam and his wife choose to come together as "one 
flesh," Nachmanides claims that both parties are blessed with a state of perfection. Meir ibn Gabbai, a 
                                               
121 "Genesis 5:2," Sefaria, https://www.sefaria.org/Genesis.5.2?lang=bi&aliyot=0. 
122 Idel, "Androgyny and Equality in the Theosophical-Theurgic Kabbalah," 27. 
123 "Genesis 2:18," Sefaria, https://www.sefaria.org/Genesis.2.18?lang=bi&with=all&lang2=en.; Chavel, trans, 
Ramban: Nachmanides' Commentary on the Torah, 77. 
124 "Genesis 2:24," Sefaria,  https://www.sefaria.org/Genesis.2.25?lang=bi&with=Sheets&lang2=en. 
125 Diamond, "Nachmanides and Rashi on the One Flesh of Conjugal Union: Lovemaking vs. Duty," 197. 
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16th century Spanish Kabbalist, reflects Nachmanides' depiction of Adam and Eve according to the 
earthly realm: 
 
'it is not good that Adam is alone'… When she turned to him, face to face this is a perfect 
body and one man, and the blessing and goodness are when they are one, because both of 
them, when they are face to face, then they are one, and this is the [meaning of the] verse 
'He created them male and female and He blessed them and called their name Adam.' 
Therefore, it becomes evident that each of them alone is not a man and is not perfect and 
by their conjunction behold they become one thing, good and perfect.126 
 
Together, under the name of Adam, Adam and his wife are described as being "good and perfect." 
Therefore, Adam and Eve's state is at its highest spiritual caliber, when they choose to come together 
face to face.  
Furthermore, through Nachmanides' depiction of Adam and Eve as divine du-partzufin, it can 
also be said that in their state of "one flesh,'' Adam and Eve shared the same light. With Eve 
representing the Sefirah Malchut and Adam representing the Sefirah Tiferet, Adam and Eve are 
described as receiving the light from the Sefirah Binah equally under the "same crown." Gabbai 
presents the ideas of the Nachmanidean school below:  
They were du-partzufin united together [and] illumining equally according to one pattern. 
And this is the reason they were called, both, great, because they were in one conjunction 
and light was arriving to them from the source [Binah] in an equal manner. And the fact 
that they were both using the same crown [points to] the supernal luminary [again 
Binah].127  
                                               
126 ('Avodat ha-Qodesh, 4:11) as cited in Idel, "Androgyny and Equality in the Theosophical-Theurgic Kabbalah," 
35. 




In this quotation, Adam and Eve are described as illuminating God's light equally directly 
through the source of God. Through coming together under one name, Adam and Eve can share 
under one crown the "supernal luminary" that represents God.  
Although the female can receive the same amount of light that her husband does, 
Nachmanides believes that she is only able to do so by submerging herself into the male. R. Isacc 
of Acre presents Nachmanides' view in Me'irat 'Einayyim: 
'Know that they were du-partzufin, and when they were operating equally there was a fear that 
provided that their rule was equal, lest the people will err and say that there are two powers 
{in heaven], God forbid.' But the opinion of the sage was that it is possible to say that du-
partzufin is from the perspective that in the sun the power of the moon was comprised, and 
also that this power of the moon has been consonant then to the sun, and was not mixed to the 
sun, but was distinguishable.128 
 
As the moon represents Eve, and the sun represents Adam, the Nachmanidean school's views suggest 
that in the perfect state of du-partzufin, Eve is subsumed under the male. While Eve can receive 
God's light equally, she is only able to do so through becoming one under her husband. Although 
feminist scholars might find fault with such a state of inequality depicting perfection, Kabbalists 
perceived the perfect state of women as being one in which they are diminished under the male. 
Therefore, in order to receive Godlike qualities in the state of "one flesh," it is likely that Kabbalists 
would claim that a woman must become a passive recipient in the union with her husband. As this 
section will later claim that Eve desires to reunite with her husband as "one flesh" in order to receive 
Godlike qualities, the union that Eve desires could accordingly be one in which she will be subsumed 
under her husband.  
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EVE'S PUNISHMENT "MEASURE FOR MEASURE" 
 
 
I will now argue that because Eve desired Godlike qualities over her husband, she was 
punished with having these Godlike qualities commanded over her by her husband. By arguing that 
Eve ate from the tree of knowledge in order to be given more Godlike qualities, I can make the claim 
that Eve's punishment, as "measure for measure," was that she can no longer receive these Godlike 
qualities by choice.129  
According to Nachmanides' commentary on Genesis, Eve's desire to eat from the tree of 
knowledge is directed toward the desire to become like God and therefore have her own Godlike 
qualities. In Genesis 3:5, the Serpent tells Eve, "as soon as you eat of it your eyes will be opened and 
you will be like divine beings who know good and bad."130 As the tree is then described as a "source 
of wisdom," Eve eats from the tree and then feeds the fruit of the tree to her husband, who was not 
aware of where the fruit came from.131 By feeding her unknowing husband the “source of wisdom,” 
Nachmanides interprets Eve as having commanded Godlike qualities over her husband, as it was her 
rule that decided the divine qualities that he would be given.132 
Nachmanides argues that while other commentators believe that the tree of knowledge caused 
Adam and his wife to desire sexual intercourse, he believes that this "interpretation is not correct 
since the serpent said, ‘And ye shall be as Elohim,' knowing good and evil."133 Nachmanides claims 
that Adam and Eve become like God through their ability to will and desire, which allows them to 
                                               
129 Chavel, trans, Ramban: Nachmanides' Commentary on the Torah, 84. 
130 "Genesis 3:5," Sefaria, https://www.sefaria.org/Genesis.3.5?lang=bi&with=Sheets&lang2=en. 
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make permanent and sustainable decisions, as God does.134 In his commentary on Genesis 2:9 he 
states:  
 
The fruit of this tree engendered will and desire (החפץ הרצון)  so that the consumers 
could choose between something and its opposite for good or bad. Therefore it was 
called the tree of knowledge of good and evil, for "knowledge" in our language refers 
to the will.  And in the present context, there was no sexual desire; only during the 
reproductive cycle they would unite and propagate...After eating of the tree, however, 
man acquired choice and the capacity for acting in a good or evil manner toward 
himself or others, and this is in one sense a godlike quality, but it is also bad for man in 
that it can involve desire and craving."135  
 
Nachmanides describes how before eating from the tree of knowledge, Adam and his wife 
followed God blindly. However, after having eaten from the tree, Adam and his wife are given 
the Godly ability to create an outcome, whether it be good or evil. As Eve desired to become like 
God by eating from the tree of knowledge, she desired to be given more access to the divine 
qualities of God since it is these divine qualities that make up the attributes of God.  
Nachmanides also describes sexual intercourse before Adam and Eve ate from the tree of 
knowledge as primal and emotionless. In contrast, sexual intercourse after Adam and Eve eat 
from the tree of knowledge is Godly, as sexual intercourse possesses the Godly ability to come 
together in either a good or evil manner.136 Therefore, since sexual desire can only exist when 
one possesses Godly qualities, Eve's desire for her husband, as a result of her sin, cannot fall 
under the domain of a primal and carnal act but under a Godly act. Therefore, Eve cannot desire 
                                               
134 Diamond, "Nahmanides and Rashi on the One Flesh of Conjugal Union: Lovemaking vs. Duty," 221. 
135 (Ramban Commentary on the Torah Gen 2:9) as cited in Diamond, "Nahmanides and Rashi on the One Flesh of 
Conjugal Union: Lovemaking vs. Duty," 221.;  
It is also important to note that as Nachmanides goes on to describe how both man and woman, as "they," are given 
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Chavel, trans, Ramban: Nachmanides' Commentary on the Torah, 80-81. 
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sexual intercourse for the physical act of sex itself, and must therefore desire sexual intercourse 
for another purpose, such as to receive Godlike qualities.137     
 The perception that Eve desires knowledge and power is even more pronounced in the 
perception of Adam and Eve as divine du-partzufin, as Gabbai states:  
 
Then she said to the Holy One blessed be He, 'Is it possible that two kings [etc.] … The secret 
of du-partzufin will use the same crown, behold it is sufficient that only one will reign and 
operate.' She was asking for herself as she said 'I shall reign over the six extremities.138 
 
According to this paragraph, Eve decides that she wishes to no longer operate with her husband and 
instead rule alone. As the six extremities refer to six Sefirot, Eve desires to have all of God's divine 
qualities to herself. Within this passage, Eve's desire to have control and increased Godlike qualities 
is emphasized, as the claim to take a crown from her husband and rule over the Sefirot herself 
presents her as being desperate for power and divine efficiency.  
I suggest that according to the Nachmanidean school, because Eve ate from the tree of 
knowledge to receive Godlike qualities, God punished Eve by taking away her Godlike qualities. 
After God discovered what had happened, he cursed both Adam and his wife by banishing them from 
the divine realm. Because Adam's wife was responsible for eating the tree of knowledge first and 
thereafter commanding her husband to do the same, God punished her directly by separating her from 
the name of Adam.139 Therefore, while Adam and Eve are described as being given the Godlike 
quality to will and desire as an effect of having eaten the apple, Eve loses her ability to will, as her 
punishment is that her husband will control her. When describing the curse of Eve, Nachmanides 
states:   
 
 
her punishment is "measure for measure;" she gave [the fruit of the tree of knowledge] also to 
her husband and he ate at her command, and He punished her that she should no longer 
command him, but instead he should command her entirely at his will.140  
                                               
137 Nachmanides' depiction of Eve's Godlike qualities becoming the ability to will and desire might not initially be 
seen to represent the same Godlike qualities of divine qualities of God that I have been presenting within this thesis 
so far. However, as I use the term "Godlike qualities" in order to represent the divine qualities of God that one can 
receive when interacting with the Sefirot, I would argue that because becoming Godlike through a will and desire 
allows one more access to the Sefirot, both Godlike qualities can generally represent the same abilities.  
138 ('Avodat ha-Qodesh, 4:6) as cited in  "Androgyny and Equality in the Theosophical-Theurgic Kabbalah, 34. 
139 Chavel, trans, Ramban: Nachmanides' Commentary on the Torah, 83. 




While Eve was once able to come together with Adam as "one flesh" to receive God's light, Eve loses 
this ability and is forced to rely on her husband to receive these qualities through sexual intercourse.  
While Nachmanides acknowledges that Eve's punishment is "measure for measure" in that her 
husband will command her, Nachmanides fails to also acknowledge that because Eve initially desired 
Godlike qualities, she also loses these qualities after her sin. However, since Nachmanides is aware of 
Jewish gender norms, he would agree that Eve's separation from Adam is responsible for prohibiting 
Eve from accessing the divine realms in the same way as her husband. According to theosophical 
Kabbalah, by being born a woman, a woman is automatically placed at the lower Sefirah of Malchut, 
while her husband belongs at the level of Tiferet.141 As discussed in chapter one, while a Jewish male 
can advance upon spiritual realms through Torah study or the practice of positive commandments, 
women cannot study the Torah or practice positive commandments within Judaism.142 However, most 
importantly, since it is only through circumcision that a Jewish male can form a covenant with God, a 
female cannot form this close connection with God. According to Elliot Wolfson, "only one… who is 
circumcised can be united with the Shekinah in her state of fullness and [he will] thereby cleave to the 
                                               
141 Talya Fishman, "A Kabbalistic Perspective on Gender-Specific Commandments: On the  Interplay of Symbols 
and Society." (AJS Review 17, no. 2, 1992: 199–246. https://doi.org/10.1017/s0364009400003676. 231. 
142 Fishman, "A Kabbalistic Perspective on Gender-Specific Commandments: On the  Interplay of Symbols and 
Society." 201-239; This is seen in the influential Kabbalistic text, the Sefer Hakanah, written in the 14th-15th 
century in Byzantine, which shares a dialogue between a Rabbi and his student on the inconsistencies of the 
halakhot, Jewish laws, that are presented in the 13th century Sefer Mitzvot Gadol.(201,227) According to the Sefer 
HaKanah, while men can access higher realms of Sefirot by following positive commandments, time-bound actions, 
by suffering the curse of childbearing, women are bound by time, and thus, unable to follow commandments that are 
also bound by time, as this would create an imbalance of divine structures.(230) For even if a woman chooses to 
follow these commandments despite not being required to, the Rabbi claims that not only will the woman reap 
smaller rewards than the one who is commanded, but that "there are no grounds for assuming that women receive 
any reward for their performance of precepts from which they are exempt."(237) He even states that "women's 
voluntary might [be] destructive," as the female energy that a woman uses to access the Sefirot might create an 
imbalance that is disharmonious.(239) Therefore, as women are unable to follow time-bound commandments, they 
cannot access God's divine attributes that each of these commandments provides. And as it is only through accessing 
the Sefirot that the people of Israel can help repair the world, the student in this text acknowledges that not only does 
the halakhot "deprive(s) women of opportunities for reward," but that "women cannot help in the great assistance in 
the final reckoning."(215-216). 
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upper realms of the Sefirot."143 Therefore, a woman is not only unable to connect with the lowest 
Sefirot, the Shekinah, but as a result, she is also unable to connect with the higher realms of the 
Sefirot. As Eve's punishment causes her to lose Adam's name and therefore form a separate gender 
category, I would argue that Eve's separation from Adam causes her to lose her access to Godlike 
qualities. 
The Nachmanidean view of Adam and Eve as divine du-partzufin also states that Eve's 
punishment is a reflection of her sin, as Gabbai states: 
 
God said then: 'Go and diminish yourself'... and since then 'Your desire will be to your 
husband and he will rule over you.' And the great luminary is the Tetragrammaton, and the 
small luminary is 'Elohim, the end of the supernal thought. At the beginning when they were 
balanced [shequlim] she was part of the great name, its last He' that is inscribed in it as the 
fourth letter, in order to point to the union with it in a equal manner [be-shaweh], afterwards 
she diminished herself, [and] was called 'Elohim.144 
 
As the passage before this one describes Eve's sin as the desire to rule over six Godke qualities, Eve's 
punishment directly relates to her sin, as she loses her connection to God's light, which exists within 
the six Sefirot. While originally belonging within God's name, Eve was able to receive God's light "in 
an equal manner," but after her sin, Eve's name under God is diminished.  
Therefore, as it was Eve's desire for more of God's light that caused her to sin, she is punished 
by no longer being able to receive God's light willingly, yet still desiring it. However, instead of 
Genesis directly stating that Eve desires God's light, it states that Eve desires her husband, most often 
interpreted as sexual relations with her husband. But, as the Nachmanidean school perceives sexual 
intercourse as the ability for man and woman to come together as "one flesh," symbolic to the state of 
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perfection where both man and woman received God's light equally in Eden, sexual relations most 
likely implies a spiritual state, not a carnal state.145 Therefore, by understanding the symbolism of 
sexual intercourse as a spiritual state, this thesis argues that after having lost God's light, Eve desires 
to receive this light again through sexual intercourse with her husband as "one flesh." 
 
EVE'S DESIRE FOR SEXUAL INTERCOURSE  
 
While Adam and Eve received God equally under one name within Eden, Eve's sin causes her 
to become a separate female entity, unable to receive God’s light on her own. However, as it was by 
uniting in "one flesh" that both Adam and Eve were initially able to receive Godlike qualities, 
through uniting in flesh through proper sexual intercourse, Eve can be given these qualities again. 
Therefore, this final section will explain how it is through sexual intercourse that Eve desires Godlike 
abilities.  
The Nachmanidean school suggests that after having been diminished, Eve can only receive 
God's light indirectly through her husband, "the median line," and not through God, "the King," 
himself.146 The Nachmanidean school’s views are found within the Sefer ha-Peliyah, a 14th-15th 
century Kabbalistic text that Gabbai is elaborating on, which states: 
What is the meaning of diminution? That she does not come to the king as the beginning 
but by means of the median line...she does not have a light of her own but one that comes 
by means of the median line that is Tiferet. Is there a greater diminution than that?147 
                                               
145  Idel "Androgyny and Equality in the Theosophical-Theurgic Kabbalah," 35. 
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As the Sefirah, Tiferet, represents Adam, this text indicates that as a result of Eve's sin, Eve is no 
longer able to connect with God directly, but only through Adam. Therefore, this passage 
suggests that Godlike qualities are therefore commanded over her by her husband. Furthermore, 
this text also suggests that after having lost God’s light, Eve is still wishing to receive God’s 
light, as she actively pursues this light “by means of the median line.” By being able to still 
receive God’s light, even if indirectly, this text therefore indicates that Eve must still desire 
access to this light. 
I would argue that this text also suggests that Eve's means of receiving the light through 
the median line is through proper sexual intercourse, as she must join with the Tiferet as she had 
once done in Eden to receive God’s light. As Moshe Idel claims that to the Nachmanidean 
school, a union is explicitly sexual, and as this text describes Eve's ability to indirectly receive 
God’s light again through joining together with the Tiferet, one could assume that the most 
accessible way women can receive God's light on Earth is through proper sexual intercourse.148 
Additionally, this text suggests that while Eve does not have a light of her own, the Tiferet still 
has a light, which allows him to pass this light to Eve. As Kabbalists claim that it is only through 
circumcision that one can form a covenant with God, I would even suggest that it is through the 
male penis entering a woman during sex that a woman is therefore given God’s light.149 As the 
Iggeret HaKodesh, the 13th century text that will be mentioned in the next section, describes the 
divine qualities of God passing through the male semen, one could theorize that Eve is indeed 
given God’s light during sexual intercourse.150  
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Therefore, one could theorize that when Eve desires her husband, this desire, while 
sexual, is for the true desire to receive God’s light again. Moreover, Idel believes that such an act 
is more for Eve's benefit than man, as he states that while a male can attain perfection alone, the 
female requires sexual intercourse with her husband to be perfected.151 Such an argument would 
therefore be a logical explanation for the curse of Eve, in which the woman is dependent on the 
male while the male is not dependent on the wife, as it is said, "and he shall rule over you."152 
While Nachmanides' commentary on Genesis does not provide any further supporting 
evidence to claim that Eve desires spiritual matters through sexual intercourse, Nachmanides' 
commentary on Exodus 21:7-11 could indicate that a female desires a spiritual sexual experience 
instead of a purely physical one. As Judaism created onah, the commandment to have sexual relations 
with one's wife, in order to help eliminate the female desire that's presented in Genesis 3:16, 
Nachmanides' perception of onah helps us to understand his perception of the female desire.153  
Nachmanides' view that the sexual intercourse concerning onah is a sacred act of union.154 As he 
believes that it is sacred when a man and woman can come together as "one flesh," Nachmanides 
describes the sexual intercourse that occurs as a result of onah as being "one flesh."155  Nachmanides 
even extends this view towards the sexual relationship between a master and his slave as described in 
Exodus 21:7-11. While Rashi believes that a slave girl requires food and clothing. Nachmanides, 
instead claims that a slave girl requires the intimacy of "one flesh." As he states:  
 
 . . . Therefore her [the slave girl] שאר means closeness of flesh, her כסות is the cover of 
her bed, and her ענה means " her time" that he comes to her at the time of love. . . He 
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cannot withhold her flesh, that is, the flesh that is appropriate to her, which is the flesh 
of the husband who is as one flesh with her.156 
 
By describing the sexual act needed in order to satisfy a woman's desires as one that is inherently 
holy in "one flesh," Nachmanides indicates that a woman desires sex for a purpose far more 
significant than just an emotionless, primal act, as it had been in the Garden of Eden. Furthermore, as 
I will later describe, proper sexual intercourse, as an event in which man and woman come together 
as "one flesh," Nachmanides depicts the act of onah as having a spiritual quality to it. As a result, 
Nachmanides would likely agree that Eve can regain Godlike qualities through proper sexual 
intercourse.  
 Given that Nachmanides describes Eve's desire to eat the fruit as a desire for Godlike qualities 
and that he describes God's punishment for this sin as a "measure for measure," Eve's desire is a 
desire for the ability to attain Godlike qualities. Additionally, as it was Eve's sin of commanding these 
Godlike qualities over her husband, the consequence was that she was punished by having her 
husband demand these Godlike qualities over her. Therefore, one could argue that according to the 
Nachmanidean view of Genesis, God punished Eve by limiting her ability to acquire Godlike abilities 
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THE IGGERET HAKODESH 
 
According to theosophical interpretations of the story of Genesis found within the 
Nachmanidean school, I have argued that because Eve commanded Godlike qualities over her 
husband, she has been punished by being commanded Godlike qualities over her by her husband. I 
have also claimed that because Eve was able to receive these Godlike qualities in Eden through 
uniting with her husband as “one flesh,” Eve desires to be re-given these Godlike qualities through 
uniting with her husband as “one flesh” during sexual intercourse. However, I have yet to consider 
why Eve must suffer the pains of childbirth to receive these Godlike qualities. In this section, I claim 
that Eve's desire for spiritual matters can only be produced through proper sexual intercourse. As the 
Nachmanidean school states that proper sexual intercourse results in children, Eve must therefore 
suffer the pains of childbirth if she wishes to receive these Godlike qualities. 
 To argue this claim according to theosophical-theurgical Kabbalah, I will be analyzing 
Nachmanides' commentary of Genesis together with the views found within the Iggeret HaKodesh, 
the most famous and influential Kabbalistic text on real human sexual intercourse, written by an 
anonymous author in the 13th century. The Iggeret HaKodesh provides the basis as to which 
theosophical Kabbalists view sexual intercourse; since it has been credited to some of the most 
famous Kabbalistic authors, from Nachmanides to Rabbi Joseph Gikitilla, to Ezra ben Solomon of 
Gerona, the text represents the views of all of these Rabbis, from the Catalonian schools to the 
Castilian schools.  However, as scholars most often name Nachmanides as the author, I will analyze 
this text as an extension to the Nachmanidean school's views that have previously been presented 
within this thesis.157   
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The author of the Iggeret HaKodesh first begins the text with a letter to his brother stating that 
he has written this book in order to help a man “consummate sexual union with his wife so that it will 
be for the sake of heaven, and merit sons learned of the law, worthy of accepting the yoke of the 
Kingdom of Heaven.”158 Within this initial introduction, the author of the Iggeret HaKodesh has 
already started to claim that proper sexual intercourse is a practice that is used in order to bring 
worthy sons into this world. He states that in order to have proper sexual intercourse, a couple must 
follow a set of criteria in order to receive the divine qualities of God that are necessary in order to 
create a worthy son. By following this set of criteria, which involves adhering to a specific nature of 
intercourse, time one has intercourse, and intent that one has intercourse, a man is able to ascend into 
the divine realm, receive divine qualities and then bring these divine qualities back to Earth to 
become the soul of his offspring. The author claims that if a couple does not adhere to this criteria, 
then they will be unable to ascend into divine realms and therefore unable to pass down divine 
qualities to their offspring.159 The author states:  
 
The matter and form of man are the cause of whether a man is evil or good by virtue of 
the disposition of the mixture according to the drop (of semen) from which he was 
generated, and it happens that the union of man with his wife is the cause of the 
hallowing or desecration of God’s name, according to the sons he sires… we must 
sanctify ourselves at the time of intercourse as the tradition understands the verse ‘Thus 
shall you separate the children of Israel from their uncleanliness’ (Leviticus 15:31).160 
 
The author suggests that the union of both man and woman is responsible for whether or not their 
sons are worthy of God’s name. Through sanctification, or proper sexual intercourse, a couple can 
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bestow their sons with divine qualities of God by passing these qualities along through the male 
semen. 
The author then includes the story of Genesis in order to claim that it is because of Adam and 
Eve’s sin that humanity was given the ability to choose whether to use sexual intercourse as a way to 
form sons made of divine qualities of God, or sons unworthy of God’s name. The author states: 
 
[Before sinning, Adam and Eve] were engaged in intellectual matters, and all their 
intention was for the sake of heaven. For them, the sex organs were only like eyes 
or hands or the other organs of the body. However, when they lusted after fleshly 
delights, and their intentions were not for the sake of heaven, it is said, "and they 
knew that they were naked" all that is ugly results from man's activities.161 
 
In this quote, the author of the Iggeret HaKodesh indicates that in Eden, Adam and Eve did not desire 
sexual intercourse for spiritual enlightenment since they could receive intellectual matters directly 
through God. However, because they “lusted after fleshly delights,” God has now made “fleshy 
delights” the very vehicle as to which Adam and Eve must now receive Godlike qualities. 
However, just as stated above in the section on Genesis, humanity has the option to engage in 
sexual intercourse either through “ugly” desire or through a sanctified desire. The author of the 
Iggeret HaKodesh suggests that those who choose to pursue sexual intercourse through an illicit and 
“ugly” desire are unable to receive divine qualities of God. However, those who have a proper desire 
are able to retrieve the qualities of God that were once readily available to Adam and Eve in Eden. 
Therefore, in order to receive Godlike qualities during sex, Eve's desire must belong to a good 
Godlike quality and not an evil Godlike quality. If Eve does desire sexual intercourse with the proper 
spiritual intentions, the author indicates that man and woman can attain Godlike qualities during sex, 
as he states that "proper sexual union can be a means of spiritual elation...and the mystery greater 
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than this is the secret of heavenly bodies when they unite in the manner of man and woman."162  As 
the female, who represents the Sefirah of understanding, or Binah, joins in a union with her husband, 
who represents the Sefirah of wisdom, or Hochmah, the author of the Iggeret HaKodesh claims that 
together, man and women can create the "mystery of knowledge."163 
After coming together as "one flesh," both the woman and the man must meditate and 
concentrate on the intention of elevating into the Sefirot if they want to be given divine qualities. 
While the Iggeret HaKodesh does declare that a woman must bring her thoughts to those of her 
husband, it also claims that it will harm her offspring's character when she does not do so. Therefore, 
the author of the Iggeret HaKodesh claims that the intentions, thoughts, and consciousness of a 
woman are just as critical in determining the offspring as the intentions, thoughts, and consciousness 
of the man.  
The Iggeret HaKodesh’s author also states that a woman can affect the gender of her 
offspring, as the author claims that the female must submit her "seed," or seminal discharge, before 
her husband, in order to produce a male offspring. The author tells the male mystic, 
 
arouse her with words that will placate her and inspire desire in her. ...as you enter the 
path of love and will, let her insemination come first, so that her seed be the substance 
and your seed like the design, as in the verse where it is said, "When a woman has an 
emission and gives birth to a male child (Leviticus 12:2)164 
 
As a text written for a male mystic, the author of the Iggeret HaKodesh provides suggestions for 
how a male can help influence his wife to produce her seed. However, the wife's desires are 
ultimately up to her, especially when considering that it is the female who most desires sexual 
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intercourse to begin with. By explicitly stating that the female must also provide her seed during 
procreation, the author of this text makes a strong statement regarding a popular philosophical 
debate between Aristotle and Galen, a 2nd century Roman physician. While Aristotle believed 
that only the male could produce a seed and create his offspring's substance, Galen believed that 
both the female and the male affect their offspring, while the female's effect might be lesser.165 
Nonetheless, as the woman must set her intentions towards creating an offspring as well as expel 
her seed before her husband, she should then be able to advance upon the highest realms through 
a partnership with her husband as "one flesh."   
 The ability for man and woman to advance into the divine realms during proper sexual 
intercourse is presented within the Iggeret HaKodesh in terms of devekut, or cleaving. Moshe Idel 
describes devekut as the cleaving to the other half of one's soul to reunite into the perfect soul that 
once existed before humanity's sin.166 While it was initially believed, based on the view of Plato, that 
these souls were split vertically between man and woman, it was later included into Kabbalah that the 
soul was also split horizontally, between universal man and universal soul.167 There are three forms 
by which man can cleave to his lost soul. Aristotelians claim that the lower knower must cleave to the 
intellect. Neoplatonists claim that the lower human soul must cleave to its higher Universal soul. 
Hermeticeuns claim that through cleaving, the lower soul can cause the higher soul to descend upon 
it.168 The Iggeret Hakodesh in fact presents all three views, as it states: 
Know that as the spring of water is drawn from a high to a low place, so there exists 
strength to elevate the water to another high place corresponding to the height from 
which it flows. Thus the masters of Kabbalah know that human thought comes from the 
rational soul which is drawn from the higher worlds. The mind contains strength to 
expand and elevate itself, attaining the location of its source. Upon arriving at the source, 
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it cleaves to the supernal light that is drawn from there, and the woman and man become 
one. When the mind returns from the upper world to the lower one, everything resembles 
one line, and the same supernal light is drawn downward by the strength of the mind. … 
Then the clear light is drawn down and spreads itself upon the place where the thinker 
sits. …169 
Based on the passage above, the author of the Iggeret HaKodesh first supports the Neoplatonic 
claim that human thought belongs to the rational soul; however, by expanding its thought, the 
male mystic can cleave to its higher Universal soul, which the Iggeret HaKodesh calls "its 
source." Once the male mystic has been reunited with the higher soul, the woman and the man 
can become one, following the Platonic theory that the soul is split into two genders. Finally, 
following Hermeticeum claims, the mystic and his wife, as one entity, can bring down this divine 
light into the earthly realm. These divine qualities are then passed through the male’s semen into 
his wife in order to produce the divine qualities of their offspring’s soul.   
As both Nachmanides and the anonymous author of the Iggeret HaKodesh claim that proper 
sexual intercourse can produce a holy spiritual state, as indicated by "one flesh," one could conclude 
that a female desires sexual intercourse as a means to receive this spiritual state. However, as is 
through creating offspring that the female can receive this supernal light, the only way a female can 
attain this heightened spiritual state is to suffer the consequences of this state through childbearing 
and childbirth. Furthermore, the result of proper sexual intercourse is at the female's expense, as the 
male does not need to suffer through such effects. Therefore, it is said in Genesis 3:16, "I will make 
most severe Your pangs in childbearing; In pain shall you bear children. Yet your urge[desire] shall 
be for your husband, And he shall rule over you."170  
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Mara H. Benjamin, a scholar of Jewish studies, has stated that it is crucial that there be 
feminist research conducted within Judaism, as this research “demonstrates the unacceptability 
of allowing texts produced by a small handful of men to pass as the sole authority on what 
Jewish theology is, what ideas and practices it includes, and who produces it.”171 Within this 
thesis paper, I have created a framework in which one can analyze the experience of women 
within Kabbalah, using Kabbalistic texts as interpretation, just as the Kabbalists themselves had 
used Jewish texts in order to create their own interpretations according to their mystical frame of 
view. While other feminist scholars, such as Elliot Wolfson, have interpreted Kabbalah 
according to a feminist theory that aims to examine the perception of women and femininity that 
already exist within Kabbalah, this thesis is unique in that it forms its own perception of women 
and femininity within Kabbalah, through interpreting Kabbalistic texts. By claiming that women 
can experience Godlike qualities during sexual intercourse and that they therefore desire these 
divine qualities, I have argued that women can also be engaged in both mystical practices, as 
well as have their experiences more directly represented within a Biblical mystical context. This 
research therefore helps uncover ways in which women could have existed within Kabbalah, had 
Kabbalists directed their attention to the analysis of the female mystical experience at the time.  
I am able to write this thesis due to a conglomerate of historical events. The ability to 
present sexual intercourse positively and the ability to present women with autonomy comes 
down to the historical period in which Kabbalah was first forming. For while Aristotle and 
Maimonides viewed sex negatively and viewed women as having no involvement in creating 
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their offspring, Nachmanides and theosophical-theurgical thought during the 12th century 
directly opposed this view by describing sexual intercourse in a holy manner and women as 
active agents in procreation. Then, because most Kabbalists throughout history, excluding 
Abulafia in particular, have been influenced by the perception of sexual intercourse found within 
the Nachmanidean school, I am able to argue that the ideas presented in this thesis can be 
reflected in various other forms of Kabbalistic thought. And finally, as there has been a new 
wave of feminist theory in the scholarship of Kabbalah, this thesis serves the vital purpose of 
adding to the scholarship of gender and sex within Kabbalah. While previous scholars have 
analyzed the Kabbalistic perception of women according to existing Kabbalistic texts, this thesis 
analyzes the Kabbalistic perception of women by forming its own interpretation for how women 
could exist within Kabbalah, had Kabbalists directed their attention towards women.  
Through the analysis of sexual intercourse, as presented within the Iggeret HaKodesh, 
most specifically, and other Kabbalistic texts on sexual intercourse, I have argued that women 
are able to experience spiritual qualities during sexual intercourse. I then argued that, according 
to the Nachmanidean school, because Eve commanded Godlike qualities over her husband, she is 
punished with the desire of receiving these Godlike qualities through sexual intercourse with her 
husband. However, in order to receive these Godlike qualities, she must be commanded by her 
husband and she must suffer the pains of childbirth. Therefore, the entire statement in Genesis 
3:16 directly revolves around Eve’s desire for spiritual qualities, not for the act of sexual 
intercourse as a carnal or physical impulse.  
As this thesis was created in order to create an original depiction of the female experience 
within Kabbalah, there are many ways in which this research could be further expanded on or 
questioned. For instance, one question that came up regards the way in which some Jewish 
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scholars claim that Eve was able to have children in Eden without pain and therefore her 
punishment is focused more on the pains of childbirth directly. Because Nachmanides never 
directly addressed this, I did not feel the need to include this counterargument in my thesis. 
However, in order to provide a more thorough discussion of this counterargument, I believe it 
would be important to conduct more research into what other Kabbalists would say about this 
issue.  
Additionally, now that I have created the argument for how women can experience 
spiritual qualities during sexual intercourse, I believe it would also be beneficial for a more 
robust analysis for the ways in which a female receives these Godlike qualities. For instance, 
what is the reasoning behind some Kabbalists depicting women receiving these Godlike qualities 
through the male semen and other Kabbalists depicting a female as receiving these Godlike 
qualities by becoming one with their husband and therefore being able to also access divine 
realms with their husband? Another possible discussion of research could be analyzing how 
Kabbalists perceive the splitting of the female soul as opposed to the male soul. This topic was 
introduced when discussing Moshe Idel’s analysis on devekut, or cleaving, and how some 
Kabbalists divide the soul between a human soul and universal soul, or a lower knower and a 
higher intellect. While the Iggeret HaKodesh states that a male mystic is able to cleave to his 
higher soul, the female is only able to cleave to her husband. It would be important to know 
whether the female also has a universal soul or higher intellect, or if she is dependent on first 
joining in union with her husband in order to experience a universal soul and higher intellect 
through her husband.172  
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If Kabbalists were to agree to the notion that women desire Godlike qualities rather than 
the carnal act of sexual intercourse itself, this new interpretation of Genesis 3:16 would present 
many new implications for the way that women are viewed within Kabbalah. While women were 
left out of Kabbalah for the majority of its tradition, the inclusion of women in the spiritual 
experience of sexual intercourse provides women with their own mystical path and Biblical 
significance for why this path exists. It could provide a new lens to perceive women within 
mystical Judaism, switching the narrative from one in which women are seen to impulsively 
desire carnal sex to one in which women desire holy matters. As sexual intercourse is referred to 
as the highest level of spirituality a mystic is able to reach, the inclusion of women within this 
act and their role as an active participant suggests that women serve a critical role in the spiritual 
advancement of humanity, something that is often overlooked in patriarchal religions. As 
research on Kabbalah, especially those focused on feminist thought, will continue to grow into a 
larger web of interpretations and analysis, the perception of women as active agents. pursuing 
spiritual advancement, will have a large influence on the future perception of the female 
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